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ABSTRACT 
Dian Sri Wahyuni. 2018. Code Mixing in Song Lyrics of Goblin Korean Drama 
Album. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, Islamic Education and Teacher 
Training Faculty. 
   
Advisor   : M. Zainal Muttaqien, S.S., M.Hum 
  
Key Words  : code mixing, song lyrics, Goblin Korean drama album.  
 
This research is an application of sociolinguistic approach that related 
about code mixings in song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album. The research 
problem are (1) what are the types of code mixings in song lyrics of Goblin 
Korean drama album, (2) what are the functions of code mixings in song lyrics of 
Goblin Korean drama album. The objectives of the study are finding out the types 
of code mixings and to explain the functions of using code mixings. The 
researcher takes the data from the song lyrics in Goblin Korean drama album. 
 The research uses descriptive qualitative research. The main research 
instrument is the researcher herself. The object of the data is the song lyrics in 
Goblin Korean drama album. The album was released in 2016. The techniques of 
collecting data are (1) watching Goblin Korean drama, making the list of the 
titles of song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama and writing the lyrics in a 
note from the internet, (2) collecting the data, the data are the song lyrics in the 
forms of word, phrase, clause, and sentence. (3) classifying the data were the 
types of code mixings and the functions of code mixings. (4) analyzing types and 
functions of code mixings in song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album with 
Crystal, Gumperz, and Zentella Theories. Then, the researcher uses 
trustworthiness of the data is seeking conformability. 
This result of the research, researcher found total of 44 data. This 
research categorized into three types of code mixings. Those are intra-sentential 
mixing, intra-lexical mixing, and involving a change of pronunciation. There are 
38 data belongs to intra-sentential mixing, 5 data belongs to intra-lexical mixing, 
and 1 data belongs to involving a change of pronunciation. The dominant types 
of code mixings is intra-sentential mixing. The research also finds the functions 
of code mixings. Those are a conversational strategy to express the social 
meanings, namely quotation, addressee specification, interjection, reiteration or 
repetition, message qualification, personalization versus objectivization namely 
clarification, emphasis, checking, and indicating emotions. The dominant 
function of code mixings are quotation, addressee specification, interjection, 
reiteration, clarification, emphasis, and indicating emotions. The code mixing 
may not only be found orally from daily conversations, but can also be found in 
the song lyrics. By using code mixings more than one language to make a new 
color in the modern lifestyle. 
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ABSTRAK 
  
Dian Sri Wahyuni. 2018. Campur Kode dalam Lirik Lagu di Album Drama Korea 
Goblin. Skripsi. Program Sastra Inggris, Fakultas Ilmu Tarbiyah dan Keguruan.  
  
Pembimbing : M. Zainal Muttaqien, S.S., M.Hum  
  
Kata Kunci : campur kode, lirik lagu, album drama Korea Goblin  
  
Penelitian ini merupakan aplikasi dari pendekatan sosiolinguistik yang 
menghubungkan campur kode di lirik lagu album drama Korea Goblin. Rumusan 
masalah (1) apa saja tipe campur kode dalam album drama Korea Goblin, (2) apa 
saja fungsi campur kode di dalam album drama Korea Goblin. Tujuan penelitian 
adalah menemukan tipe campur kode dan menjelaskan fungsi campur kode. 
Peneliti memperoleh data dari lirik lagu dalam album drama Korea Goblin.  
Peneliti menggunakan penelitian kualitatif dengan pendekatan deskriptif. 
Subject utama dalam penelitian adalah peneliti itu sendiri. Objek dari data adalh 
lirik lagu album drama Korea Goblin. Album dirilis pada tahun 2016. Teknik 
pengumpulan data adalah (1) menonton drama Korea Goblin dan menulis lirik 
dari internet, (2) mengumpulkan data yaitu lirikberbentuk kata, frasa, clausa, dan 
kalimat, (3) mengelompokkan data sesuai tipe dan fungsi campur kode, (4) 
menganalisis tipe dan fungsi campur kode dalam lirik lagu album drama Korea 
Goblin menggunakan teori Crystal, Gumperz, dan Zentella. Kemudian, peneliti 
menggunakan keabsahan data untuk mengecek data.   
Hasil dari penelitian ini, peneliti menemukan 44 data. Penelitian ini dibagi 
menjadi tiga tipe campur kode. Yaitu intra-sentential mixing, intra-lexical mixing, 
dan involving a change of pronunciation. Intra-sentential mixing diperoleh data 
sebnayak 38 data, intra-lexical mixing diperoleh 5 data, dan involving a change of 
pronunciation diperoleh 1 data. Tipe dominan campur kode adalah intrasentential 
mixing. penelitian ini juga menemukan fungsi campur kode. Yaitu penggunaan 
percakapan yang mengungkapkan makna sosial, kutipan, spesifik, perintah, 
pengulangan, kualifikasi, personal versus objektifitas, klarifikasi, penekanan, 
pengecekan, dan mengungkapkan perasaan. Dominan fungsi campur kode adalah 
sebagai kutipan, pengulangan, spesifikasi, perintah, klarifikasi, penekanan, 
pengulangan, dan mengungkapkan perasaan. Campur kode tidak hanya ditemukan 
dalam percakapan sehari-hari tetapi juga ditemukan di lirik lagu. Penggunaan 
campur kode lebih dari satu bahasa membuat gaya baru dalam kehidupan modern 
ini.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
The trend of the foreign language is something that is usual in daily 
conversation. Like that, Indonesian people is one of the examples who that use 
more than one language. Foreign languages that are used in Indonesia are used in 
another country also. Nowadays, people use foreign language when they 
communicate each other. Even they mix their mother language to foreign 
language almost every day in the same situation. The use two languages or more 
in the same situation is called bilingual communication. 
Harners and Blanc (1987: 6) define bilingualism as the state of 
linguistic community in which two languages are in contact with the result that 
codes can be used in the same interaction and that a number of individualist are 
bilinguals. As the result, bilingual and multilingual of discourse in social 
communication such as code switching and code mixing often occur. Code 
switching can be defined as the alteration of two or more languages in discourse. 
According to Hoffman (in Nova Ria, 2016) Code mixing is the change of 
languages without changing the topic and situation in word, phrase, or sentences.  
Code mixing is the change languages without change the topic and 
the situation in word or phrase or clause. Code mixing means the process 
combining foreign language to mother language or original language in a single 
utterance. According to Grosjean (in Luthfiyani, 2014) code mixing is 
transferring elements of all linguistic levels and unit ranging from a lexical item 
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to a sentence. Code mixing occurs in various levels of linguistic units such as: 
morphemes, words, phrases, clauses, and sentences. Code mixing in social 
community taken place around the world. Code mixing it‟s a phenomenon to 
communicate in society and the cognitive functions. It focuses on spoken 
contexts but few on its written production.  
The classification types of the code mixing based on Crystal (in 
Halim & Marlyna, 2013) consist of: 1) Intra sentential mixing, 2) Intra lexical 
code mixing, and 3) Involving a change of pronunciation. Besides, code mixings 
have functions to determine the meaning of sentences. Gumperz (in Halim & 
Marlyna, 2013), asserts that code mixing is used as a conversational strategy to 
express the social meanings, namely quotation, addressee specification, 
interjection, reiteration, message qualification, and personalization versus 
objectivisation. Besides Gumperz, the researcher Zentella (in Halim & Marlyna, 
2013) gives four conversational functions of code mixings, namely clarification, 
emphasis, checking, and indicating emotions.  
Code mixing brings contribution of sociolinguistic setting that 
becomes a phenomenon that is often observed. Additionally, the use of code 
mixing does not only occur in one country but almost all countries use it. There 
are accident of the use code mixing in an informal and formal style of 
conversation among people who share their feelings and also educational, ethnic, 
culture, and social background. Although, people avoid the formal style 
conversations because, they have the different background like social status, 
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language loyalty, and absolutely formally. The phenomenon of Code mixing 
happened in the classroom, movies, novels and also song lyrics. 
Every time and everywhere music always exists. People cannot 
separate themselves from the music. Almost everyday people either directly or 
not being a accompanied by music in their the daily activity and people can enjoy 
the good by  tape recorders, radios, MP3 players, CD players, and through other 
media. Music is one kind of entertainment that is loved by child and adults. This 
is because music can express the feeling of the song and actually music also 
make the listener more relax after listening to it. 
The song is one type of discourse. The song is an oral discourse 
while, the lyrics are parts of written discourse. Thus, the song lyrics have a text 
form. By listening to the songs people can understand the meanings and the 
themes of songs. Indonesian songs grow rapidly but not only in Indonesia, Music 
has developed in whole the world including in South Korea. Korean 
entertainment like K-pop, commercials, variety shows, and Korean drama 
become a trending topic nowadays. Korean drama is not only booming in South 
Korea but also around the world. Besides, Korean drama also becomes popular 
because it is supported by the songs album of the Korean drama. The songs 
album of the Korean drama does not only use the Korean language sometimes 
the song lyrics also use the English language to mix the songs. The use English 
language is a reflection of modern Korea culture and the use English language is 
a trendy phenomenon. There is only fewest research that have discussed the 
switching or mixing English to Korean drama. This study analyzed about the 
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code mixings in Original Soundtrack album of Korean Drama Goblin: the Lonely 
and Great God. 
Goblin is the most popular Korean drama in 2016. The Korean drama 
that was first displayed by TVN channel and created by the scriptwriter Kim Eun 
Sook. According Korean Nielsen research January, 12
th
 2017 Goblin had high 
rating 22.5 % as Korean Drama from television cable that was successful in 
2017. Goblin did not only success on it‟s the story but also the drama was 
supported by songs that were given by popular singers. Goblin has released 16 
songs consisting of Korean singers and non Korean singers like Lasse Lindh. The 
soundtrack album was used to support the success of the drama. As a proven the 
song Round and Round became a controversy compared to other songs. Besides, 
the song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama has code mixing that can be analyzed.  
 The 16 songs that supports of Goblin Korean drama, are: Stay With 
Me (Chanyeol EXO feat Punch), My Eyes (10 cm), Hush (Lasse Lindh), 
Beautiful (Crush), You Are So Beautiful (Eddy Kim), Who Are You (Sam Kim), I 
Miss You (SOYOU), First Snow (Jung Joon Il), I Will Go To You Like The First 
Snow (Ailee), Wish (Urban Zakapa), And I’m Here (Kim Kyung Hee), Winter Is 
Coming (Han Soo Ji), Stuck In Love (Kim Kyung Hee), Heaven (Roy Kim feat 
Kim EZ), Love (MAMAMOO), and Round And Round (Heize feat Han Soo Ji).  
The phenomena of code mixing often occur in daily lives. They can 
happen at school especially in the classroom. Besides in daily conversation the 
phenomena of code switching and code mixing can happen. Code mixing became 
common in every activity including in song lyrics, the phenomena of code 
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mixing can find in song lyrics. The example of the existence of code mixing is in 
a sentence of song lyrics in Goblin Korean drama album. In a part of the song 
lyrics some people probably hear: 
  (Love by MAMAMOO a part one of Goblin‟s song album). 
  Love dalbit naerin bamdo nal bokjaphane mandeune 
  English Translation: 
  Love even the moonlit night makes me feel complicated 
From the example above, in the part of lyrics can be identified that 
the lyrics have types intra sentential mixing because of song lyrics above shows 
the English word “love” that mixes with the Korean language. Then, the song 
lyrics above have the functions as indicating or expressing the message. Because, 
from the translated part of the song above shows the message that indicating 
emotions from the singer to viewer that listen the song when they watch Goblin 
Korean drama. 
Nowadays a lot of movies to dramas series especially Korean drama 
often mix the song lyrics use English word as the title, dialogue in the drama 
even though in the songs. The use code mixings in English to the Korean 
language has become a trending of the phenomenon in Korean dramas. Besides, 
Korean dramas mix the language especially in the songs album of Korean drama 
with the English language because they want to attracts the listener and fans from 
non South Korea attentions and absolutely to popularize their songs abroad. The 
problems about code switching or code mixing have already become interesting 
for the researcher nowadays. The reason why the researcher the topic about code 
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switching and code mixing because they can found many data of code switching 
or code mixing. In addition, the positive point when identifying the code 
switching or code mixing is that the research discussed bilingualism. 
    There are some of studies that have discussed code switching and 
code mixings in various phenomena. From these cases above, the purpose of this 
research his to identify about the types of code mixing in the song lyrics of 
Goblin Korean drama album. Then, this research describes the functions of code 
mixing used in song lyrics in Goblin Korean drama album. To know about that 
and how code mixing is used in the song lyrics of Goblin’s album, this study 
attempted to analyzes about the code mixing entitled “Code Mixing in Song 
Lyrics of Goblin Korean Drama Album.” 
 
B. Problem Identification 
Based on the background of the study, the problems can be identified 
as follows: 
1) Many people do not aware the functions of code mixing especially 
in Korean song lyrics. 
2) A lot of movie to drama series especially Korean drama often mix 
the song lyrics using English words. 
3) People often misunderstand when the title using English word but 
the contents do not always use the same language especially in 
Korean song lyrics. 
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C. Problem Limitation 
Based on the background of the problem statement above, this study 
analyzed the types of code mixings used in song lyrics of Goblin Korean 
drama album and the functions of code mixings in song lyrics of Goblin 
Korean Drama album. 
 
D. Research Question 
Related to the background of study above, the questions in this study 
are: 
1) What are the types of code mixings in song lyrics of Goblin 
Korean drama album? 
2) What are the functions of code mixings in song lyrics of Goblin 
Korean drama album? 
 
E. Research Objective 
The purposes of the study on code mixing used in the song lyrics of 
Goblin Korean drama album are: 
1) To describe of the types code mixings that are found in the song 
lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album. 
2) To describe of the functions code mixings that are found in the 
song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album. 
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F. Research Benefit 
The study would give some benefits for the readers. The research 
hopes this study about the types and the functions of code mixings that used in 
song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album give benefit not only the readers 
but also the writers and the theoretical. The result of this study is give three 
benefits. The benefits of this study are: 
 
1) Theoretically  
This study is aimed to give knowledge on code mixings, 
especially the types of code mixings in song lyrics. It can be also 
used to help more understanding on the functions of messages in 
song lyrics. Based on this study, the theoretical can get the 
information and impacts about what types and functions of code 
mixings. 
 
2) Writer 
This study can be expected to add the writer‟s knowledge to 
understand the types of code mixings that are especially used in 
song lyrics. It will give valuable experiences. 
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3) Reader 
This study gives information and understanding on the knowledge 
about the code mixing in song lyrics to the readers. Besides, the 
readers can know the types code mixing in song lyrics and they 
will understand the functions of meanings or messages from the 
song lyrics.   
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
A. Theoretical Review 
1. Sociolinguistics 
Yule (2010:254) states that the term Sociolinguistics is used for the 
study of the relationship between language and society. It is used all these 
connections when people try to analyze language from a social perspective. 
Sociolinguistics is a very broad field, and it can be used to describe many 
different ways of studying a language. Meyerhoff (2006:2) states that: 
Sociolinguists use a range of methods to analyze patterns of language in 
use and attitudes toward language in use. Some sociolinguistic patterns 
can only be observed systematically through close examination of lots 
of recorded speech and a good understanding about the speaker‟s 
background or place in community. 
 
Based on the previous explanation, it can be concluded that 
sociolinguistics is part of a linguistic study that discusses the relationship 
between language and society. Sociolinguistics can be used to analyze 
language people from their social perspective. Sociolinguistics is used to 
describe many different studies in language. Sociolinguists are interested to 
collect and analyze the data from different methods. Sociolinguists use a 
range of method also to analyze patterns and attitudes in language. Then, 
some sociolinguistic patterns observed systematically through close 
examination from recorded speech and speaker‟s background or place in the 
community. 
10 
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Sociolinguistics is interested to explain why people speak differently 
in social contexts. The effects of social contexts are such as social distance, 
age, social status, gender, and class on language varieties such as registers, 
dialects, genres, and etc. It is concerned with identifying the social functions 
of languages and the way they are used to convey the social meanings. 
Sociolinguistics is a term that refers to the relationship between language 
and society, and how language is used in multilingual speech communities. 
The study of sociolinguistics discusses about the variations and 
characteristics of societies, the functions of speech, and social factors like 
language that is used in social contexts and cultures. Holmes (1992:20) 
states that. 
 Sociolinguistics is coming to help society easier to communicate with 
each other. People use the study as tools to connect them from one 
language to different languages. They can express their feelings, minds, 
and solve their troubles, especially in social problems. 
 
  Some sociolinguists have found it appropriate to introduce a 
distinction between sociolinguistics or microsociolinguistics and the 
sociology of language or macrosociolinguistics.  
Sociolinguistics is concerned with investigating the relationships 
between language and society with the goal being a better understanding 
of the structure of language and of how languages function in 
communication the equivalent goal in the sociology of language is 
trying to discover how social structure can be better understood through 
the study of language, example: how certain linguistic features serve to 
characterize particular social arrangements.(Wardhaugh, 2006:13) 
From the explanation above, Sociolinguistics explores the variations, 
characteristics of society, functions of speech, and social factors. 
Sociolinguistics can be identified into two distinctions namely: 
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microsociolinguistics and macrosociolinguistics. Then, this distinction of 
sociolinguistics concerned with investigating the relationship between 
language and society and how languages function in communication. 
Hudson (1996:4) has described the difference between sociolinguistics 
and sociology as follows: sociolinguistics is the study of language in relation 
to society, whereas the sociology of language is the study of society in 
relation to language. Using the alternative terms given above, Coulmas 
(1997:2) states that. 
Microsociolinguistics investigates how social structure influences the 
way people talk and how language varieties and patterns of use correlate 
with social attributes such as class, sex, and age. Macro-sociolinguistics, 
on the other hand, studies what societies do with their languages, that is, 
attitudes and attachments that account for the functional distribution of 
speech forms in society, language shift, maintenance, replacement, the 
delimitation, and interaction of speech communities.  
 
Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that in 
sociolinguistics we study language and society in order to find out as much 
as we can about what kind of thing language is, and in the sociology of 
language we reverse the direction of our interest. Microsociolinguistics 
observes social structure influence when people talk and how the language 
varieties and patterns correlate with social attributes. Macrosociolinguistics 
studies what societies do with their languages, attitudes and attachments for 
the functional distribution of speech communities.  
The definitions of sociolinguistics above which are argued by Yule, 
(2010:254), Meyerhoff (2006:2), Holmes (1992:20), Wardhaugh (2006:13), 
Hudson (1996:4), and Coulmas (1997:2) emphasize that sociolinguistics can 
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infer that it deals with the use of language in certain society. It means that 
the analysis here is included into microsociolinguistics and 
macrosociolinguistics.  
 
2. Bilingualism 
In many countries, regional variation is not simply a matter two or 
more dialects of a single language, but can involve two or more quite distinct 
and different languages. Bilingualism in the level of the individual tends to 
be a feature of the minority group (Yule, 2010:244-246). Most people as 
speakers usually occupy more than one code and require a selected code 
whenever they choose to speak with other people. Wardhaugh (2006:101) 
states that the phenomenon of people having more than one code (language) 
is called bilingualism or multilingualism. To clarify the term bilingual and 
multilingual, Spolsky (1998:45) states that bilingual as a person who has 
some functional ability in the second language. This may vary from a limited 
ability in one or more domains, to very strong command of both languages.  
Based on the explanation above, bilingualism in the level of the 
individual tends to the minority group. Bilingualism also can be called 
multilingualism. Bilingualism is the phenomenon of people having more 
than code or language when they speak with other people. 
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  Hamers and Blanc (in Nova Ria, 2016) Bilingualism is the state of a 
linguistic community in which two languages are in contact with the result 
that two codes can be used in the same interaction and that a number of 
individuals are bilingual.  
 Gumperz (1971:222) also mentions that bilingual people usually use 
their own idioms for in-group communication and the common language for 
their interaction and communication with outsiders. Spolsky (1998:46) states 
that bilinguals are able to choose which language that he is going to use. In 
many countries and communities, bilingualism is a normal requirement for 
daily communication and not a sign of any particular reason (Hoffman, 
1991:3). 
Based on the previous explanation, it can be concluded that 
bilingualism is a linguistic community that uses two codes in the same 
interaction. Bilingual people use idiom for in group communication and 
common language for interaction with outsiders. Bilinguals can choose the 
language he/ she is going to use. Bilingualism is normal in daily 
communication. 
Bilingualism is a term for speaking one or more languages (Scotton, 
2006:3). People who are bilingual or multilingual do not necessarily have 
exactly the same abilities in languages or varieties, in fact, that kind of parity 
may be exceptional (Wardhaugh, 2006:96). Sridhar (1996:50) states that 
multilingualism involves balanced, native like command of all the languages 
in the repertoire is rather uncommon.  
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From the explanation above, it can be concluded that bilingualism is a 
term for speaking more languages. Bilingual or multilingual people do not 
necessarily have the same abilities in language or varieties. In addition, 
multilingualism involves balanced of all language in the repertoire that is 
rather uncommon. 
 
3. Codes 
 The code refers to a variety of language. It can be referred to any kind 
of system that two or more people employ for communication (Wardhaugh, 
2006:86). A speaker may similarly switch to another language as a signal of 
group membership and shared ethnicity with an addressee (Holmes, 
1992:35). For some speakers it is the unmarked code certain circumstances 
(Meyerhoff, 2006:115) 
  This study explain the definition of the code. Code is a variety of 
language. Code is referred to kind of system that people use for 
communication. The speaker may switch or mix to another language as a 
signal of community and shared with the addressee. Code is also a variety of 
language or dialect appearing in the phenomenon bilingualism or 
multilingualism. For speakers it is the unmarked code of certain 
circumstance. 
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a. The Definition of Code Switching 
Code switching is expected or unexpected choice it may function as 
an attempt to initiate a change to relationships. Code switching is useful 
in cases of uncertainty about relationships it allows speakers to feel their 
way and negotiate identities in relation to others (Mesthrie, 2009:164 and 
170).Holmes (2013:34) states that. 
Code switching it is to move from one code (language, dialect, or 
style) to another during speech for a number of reasons such, to signal 
solidarity, to reflect one's ethnic identity, to show off, to hide some 
information from a third party, to achieve better explanation of a 
certain concept, to converge or reduce social distance with the hearer, 
to diverge or increase social distance or to impress and persuade the 
audience (metaphorical code switching). 
 
From the explanation above code switching is expected or 
unexpected choice it may function as a change to the relationship. Code 
switching is useful because it allows speakers to feel their way and 
negotiate identities in relation to others. Code switching is moved from 
one code or language for reasons it also called metaphorical switching. 
Meyerhoff (2006:116) states that.  
Code switching in is most specific sense, the alternation between 
varieties, or codes, across sentences or clause boundaries. Often used 
as a cover term including code mixing as well. When code switching is 
constrained by where speakers happen to be, it can be called domain-
based or situational code switching.  
 
Ayeomani (in Kaur Satwant singh, 2012) defines code switchings as 
a combination of words, phrases, and sentences that result from sentence 
limitations in the similar speech context. Li Wei (in Kaur Satwant Singh, 
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2012) claims that code switching is an occurrence of speech alteration 
behavior, often performed as an unconscious behavior.  
Based on the explanation above it can be concluded that code 
switching is the alternation between varieties, or codes. Code switching is 
often used as a term of code mixing. When code switching is constrained 
by where the speakers happen to be it can be called situational switching. 
Code switching is an occurrence often performed as an unconscious 
behavior. 
b. Definition of Code Mixing 
Code mixing is when the speaker mixing up of codes 
indiscriminately or perhaps because of incompetence, whereas the 
speaker is switches very well motivated in relation to the symbolic or 
social meanings of the two codes(Holmes, 2013:42). Meyerhoff 
(2006:120) states that. 
Code mixing generally refers to alternations between varieties, or 
codes, within a clause or phrase. Often elicits more strongly negative 
evaluations than alternations or code switching across clauses. The 
term code mixings to refer all cases where lexical items and 
grammatical features from two languages appear in one sentence.  
 
From the explanation above, code mixing is mixing up of codes 
perhaps because of incompetence, whereas the speaker is switches very 
well motivated in relation to symbolic or social meanings that use two 
codes. In addition, code mixing is referred as to the alteration between 
codes within a phrase or clause. Code mixing refers all cases where 
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grammatical features and the lexical items from two languages appear in 
one sentence. 
Wardhaugh (2006:103) explains that code mixing occurs when the 
conversant uses both languages at the same time to show that they change 
from one language to the other in the course of a single utterance. 
Nababan (in Astuti, 2017) says that it is a mixing of two or more 
languages or language variation in speech act or discourse without charge 
the situation language that used by the speaker. It is only because of 
informal and speaker habit. 
Based on the explanation above it can be concluded that the 
occurrence of code mixing when uses two both languages at the same 
time. Code mixing is when the speaker mixing two or more languages in 
speech act in an informal situation. 
c. Difference between Code Switching and Code Mixing 
The difference between code switching and code mixing is actually 
not easy to understand. We can find the indicators to distinguish code 
switching from code mixing. Firstly, in code switching people use switch 
the language they speak in the conscious situation. It is different from 
code mixing that is used as an insertion in utterance and it is usually done 
unconsciously. Code switching is used in a formal and informal situation, 
but code mixing used in an informal situation. 
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d. Types of Code Mixing 
Hoffman (1991:112) defines that the types of code switching and 
code mixing based on the scope of switching where languages take place. 
Those are Inter-sentential switching, Emblematic switching, Establishing 
continuity with the previous speaker, Intra-sentential switching/ mixing, 
Intra-lexical mixing, and Involving a change of pronunciation. 
Crystal (in Halim, 2013) states that code mixing is one of conditions 
where two languages or more are used at the same time. Code mixing is 
used mostly in an informal situation and one of the reason of using code 
mixing is the speaker does not have many vocabularies to say the things 
that the speaker means in the same language or there is no words or idiom 
in the language to explain what the speaker means. In code mixing, there 
are also distinguished as three types: 
1) Intra-sentential mixing  
This type of code mixing occurs in a phrase, clause or a sentence 
boundary. Example: 
(Stay on the line by Bondan Prakoso featuring Fade 2 Black‟s 
song in Nova Ria, 2016) 
Dengan irama love and respect 
From the example above it can be concluded that the song lyrics can 
be identified as the type of intra sentential mixing. Because, part of the 
song lyrics mixes Indonesian to the English language in phrase class in 
one sentence or utterance.  
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2) Intra-lexical mixing  
This type occurs in a word boundary. Example: 
 (Stay on line by Bondan Prakoso featuring Fade 2 Black‟s song 
in Nova Ria, 2016) 
Sampai beatmu jadi pusat acuan 
From the example above, the song lyrics can be identified as intra 
lexical mixing. Because a part lyrics mix word class English in 
Indonesian language in a single utterance without changing topic. 
3) Involving a change of pronunciation  
It occurs at the phonological or pronunciation level. Example: 
The word “strawberry” is said to be “stroberi” by Indonesian 
people (in Astuti, 2012) 
From the example above, the word can be identified that “stroberi” 
written in Indonesian word. It should depend on the English word 
“strawberry”. Both of them have similar meaning but the pronunciation 
Indonesian people say the word “stroberi” not “strawberry”. 
e. The Functions of Code Mixing 
When code mixing occurs, the study was analyzed and categorized 
according to the functions they are served in the context. The 
classification of the code mixing functions was based on Gumperz (in 
Halim and Marlyna, 2013) asserted that code mixing is used as: 
1) A conversational strategy to express the social meanings,  
2) Namely quotation,  
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3) Addressee specification,  
4) Interjection,  
5) Reiteration/ Repetition,  
6) Message qualification, and  
7) Personalization versus Objectivization 
Besides Gumperz, the researcher Zentella (in Halim and Marlyna, 
2013), gives four conversational functions of code mixings:  
1) Namely clarification,  
2) Emphasis, 
3) Checking, and indicating emotions.  
 
4. Song Lyrics 
 Schmitz (2012:6) defines the study of music theory as the means by 
which we investigate this. We learn to associate a sound with a symbol (or 
notation), so to increase our ability to perceive music at the levels of 
increasing depth and comprehension, both experientially and analytically. 
 Rees (in State Islamic Institute of Surakarta, 2015) says literature is a 
permanent expression in words of some thoughts or feelings in ideas about 
life and the world. All the above definitions describe literature from different 
perspectives.  
 Poetry is another genre or type of literature. It is written in verses, 
that is, it is usually in lines known as verses. The use of verse is hence 
different from the biblical sense of chapter and verse. It simply refers to 
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poems written in rhythmic patterns and lines (State Islamic Institute of 
Surakarta, 2015:2).  
 Song is a part of poetry. Song consists of a group of poetry and 
figurative text. Is a genre of poetry that expresses personal and 
emotional of feeling. In the ancient world, lyric poems were sung, 
accompanied by a lyre a musical instrument. Lyric poems do not have to 
rhyme, and today do not need to be set to music or a beat. Aristotle, in 
Poetics, mentions lyric poetry (kitharistike played to the cithara, a type 
of lyre) along with drama, epic poetry, dancing, painting and other 
forms of mimesis.(State Islamic Institute of Surakarta, 2015:12). 
 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that music theory is 
learning associate sound with a symbol, to increase ability music. Besides, 
literature is an expression in words of some feeling or thought, ideas about 
life and the world. Song is part of poetry that expresses personal and 
emotional of feeling. 
5. Goblin 
 Korean culture is a mix of several belief systems Shamanism, 
Buddhism, Confucianism, and since the 20th century, Christianity. 
Shamanism, the oldest of these systems, has been around since the dawn of 
Korean civilization (www.KoreanHistoricalDramas.com).Shamanism‟s 
impact on Korean folk culture was deep and far reaching it has never died 
out. In an effort to seek harmony and provide an explanation of human 
events, the shaman worldview explained everything through a vast array of 
supernatural beings such as spirits, ghosts, and goblins with a belief that 
spirits inhabit every object on earth (www.KoreanHistoricalDramas.com). 
 Korean folk culture reflects the connection between the human 
worlds with that of the spiritual world. The presence of these 
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supernatural entities explained both life‟s hardships and pleasures 
(www.KoreanHistoricalDramas.com). 
 From the explanation above, it can be concluded that Korean folklore 
is mix of belief systems Shamanism, Buddhism, and Christianity. The old 
belief system is Shamanism that it has never died. Korean civilization 
believe that many of supernatural beings such as spirits, ghosts, and goblins 
that inhabit every object on earth. Korean folklore reflects the connection 
between the human worlds with the spiritual world.  
 Amongst the most prolific of supernatural beings in Korean folklore 
is the Dokkaebi. Translating Dokkaebi into the English word “goblin” can 
lead to misconceptions because in European folklore, goblins have a 
demonic or evil element to them whereas Dokkaebi do not 
(www.KoreanHistoricalDramas.com).Dokkaebi are creatures with 
supernatural powers and skills and have both negative and positive 
characteristics they generally take pleasure in making humans happy, but at 
times are known to bring misery.  The role of Dokkaebi in Korean folklore 
can‟t be overstated. Dokkaebi is to Koreans as leprechauns are to the 
Irish (www.KoreanHistoricalDramas.com). 
 The first written story of Dokkaebi appeared in the Samguk 
Yusa (Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms) in the tale “Lady Dohwa and 
Bachelor Bihyeong” which takes place during the Silla dynasty. This tale is 
considered to be the first documented narrative of Dokkaebi (Encyclopedia 
of Korean Folklore Literature and Tradition Culture Vol. III 2014:154). 
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 From the explanation above, one of Korean folklore is Dokkaebi. In 
the European folklore translating Dokkaebi into English word “goblin”. In 
the European folklore goblin has a demotic or evil but in Korean folklore 
goblin is creatures with supernatural power and has both of positive and 
negative characteristics that making the human happy also sometimes they 
are bring misery. The story about goblin in Korean folklore can‟t be 
overstated. The first written story of goblin appeared in the Samguk Yusa 
which takes place during the Silla Dynasty. 
 In some remote villages of Korea, Dokkaebi were held responsible 
for bringing diseases such as smallpox. Dokkaebi are said to possess powers 
giving them the ability to control all sea creatures. There are multiple 
versions of Dokkaebi, which come in different shapes and sizes 
(Encyclopedia of Korean Folklore Literature and Tradition Culture Vol. III 
2014:155). 
 They have features including horns, bulging eyes, a big mouth, long, 
sharp teeth, a hairy body and long claws.  Dokkaebi are typically night 
beings, but you might find them out during day when it is foggy and rainy. 
Dokkaebi are not humans, but they are notmonsters. Monsters typically look 
to harm humans, whereas Dokkaebi are generally mild, friendly and playful 
with humans (Encyclopedia of Korean Folklore Literature and Tradition 
Culture Vol. III 2014:155). 
 From the explanation it can be concluded that most Korean legends 
have different stories. Likely, in some village of Korea Dokkaebi bring 
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disease such as smallpox. Goblin also has ability to control all sea creatures. 
There are multiple versions of goblin from shape and size. Korean people 
belief that goblin have features horns, bulging eyes, big mouth, long, sharp 
teeth, a hairy body and long claws. Goblin not humans, but they are not 
monsters because goblins are mild, friendly, and playful with humans. 
 Goblin, Korean fictional drama is about General Kim Shin, a faithful 
servant and war hero during the Goryeo Dynasty. Although General 
Kim fought gallantly for the king, the king was jealous that General Kim had 
so much love from the people  therefore he was sentenced to death.  But 
General Kim does not die rather he is transformed into a goblin who lives 
eternally. According to the legend in the drama, a woman who can see the 
sword pierced through him will be his “Goblin Bride” (Dokkaebi shin-bu) 
and only she can release him from his goblin state 
(www.KoreanHistoricalDramas.com). 
 “Shining Goblin”, “Dokkaebi,” and simply "Goblin", Goblin: The 
Lonely and Great God is helmed by the director writer team of Lee Eung 
Bok and Kim Eun Sook, who also wrote the popular drama series Secret 
Garden (2010), The Heirs (2013), and Descendants of The Sun (2015) 
(www.KoreanHistoricalDramas.com) 
 The first script reading for the drama took place on August 30, 2016 
at the Nuri Dream Square in Sangamdong, Seoul, South Korea, filming 
beginning in September 2016. In addition to the all-star cast and highly 
acclaimed writer director duo, the drama earned much attention prior to its 
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release for not only being one of the few Korean dramas to be filmed in 
Canada, but also for marking a return to the small screen for actor Gong 
Yoo, who hadn‟t worked in a leading role on television since 2013‟s Big 
(www.Dramawiki.com). 
 The debut episode of Goblin: The Lonely and Great God aired on 
December 2, 2016 on tvN at 8:00PM, overtaking the time slot previously 
occupied by Ji Chang Wook and Yoona‟s The K2, with subsequent episodes 
airing every Friday and Saturday at 8:00PM. The extended cast for Goblin: 
The Lonely and Great God includes Gong Yoo as Kim Shin (goblin), Kim 
Go Eun as Ji Eun Tak (human priestess), Lee Dong Wook as Wang Yeo 
(grim reaper), Yoo In Na as Kim Sun/Sunny, Yook Sung Jae as Yoo Duk 
Hwa, and Jo Woo Jin as Secretary Kim, with supporting roles by Lee El, 
Kim Sung Kyum, Park Hee Bon, and Hwang Suk Jung, and cameos by Kim 
So Hyun and Kim Min Jae (www.Dramawiki.com). 
 From the explanation above, the Korean drama Goblin or Goblin: 
The Lonely and Great God written by the director writer Lee Eung Bok and 
Kim Eun Sook who wrote the popular Korean drama series Secret Garden 
(2010), The Heirs (2013), Descendants of The Sun (2015). The Korean 
drama Goblin aired on December 2
nd
, 2016 on tvN at 8:00 PM.  
 Korean Nielsen research January, 12th 2017 Goblin had high rating 
22.5 % as Korean Drama from television cables that was successful in 2017. 
Goblin not only success on it‟s the story but also the drama was supported 
by songs that were given by popular singers. Goblin has release 16 songs 
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consisting of Korean singers and non Korean singers like Lasse Lindh. The 
soundtrack album was used to support the success of the drama. As a proven 
the song Round and round became controversy compared to other songs 
because the song can be imagined the feeling from the character of dramas. 
The sixteen songs from the album made appropriate with the stories of the 
drama. So, all of song actually created to describe the connection of the 
character in the drama. 
 The 16 songs that support the Korean drama Goblin, are: Stay With 
Me (Chanyeol EXO feat Punch), My Eyes (10 cm), Hush (Lasse Lindh), 
Beautiful (Crush), You Are So Beautiful (Eddy Kim), Who Are You (Sam 
Kim), I Miss You (SOYOU), First Snow (Jung Joon Il), I Will Go To You 
Like The First Snow (Ailee), Wish (Urban Zakapa), And I’m Here (Kim 
Kyung Hee), Winter Is Coming (Han Soo Ji), Stuck In Love (Kim Kyung 
Hee), Heaven (Roy Kim feat Kim EZ), Love (MAMAMOO), and Round 
And Round (Heize feat Han Soo Ji). 
 
B. Previous Related Study 
 This study was concerned with code switching and code mixing. This 
study is not the first one using code switching and code mixing case as a topic. 
In this part, the researcher will summarize previous studies regarding code 
switching and code mixing that will be compared into this study. 
 The first previous study was conducted in a thesis by Dias Astuti 
Cakrawarti from Diponegoro University Semarang, in 2011 with the 
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titleAnalysis of Code Switching and Code Mixing in the Teenlit Canting 
Cantiq by Dian Nuranindya. The study finds out the types code switching and 
code mixing focusing on sentences which are taken from teenlit Canting 
Cantiq by Dian Nuranindya based on Hoffman‟s theory. The study analyzes 
about why the characters in this teenlit use code switching and code mixing 
when interaction in their interactions.  
 The design of this study is descriptive qualitative method. Then, it 
classifies four types of code switching and code mixing occurring in the 
teenlit Canting Cantiq by Dian Nuranindya. The study also analyzes the ten 
factors or reasons of the occurrence it based on Hoffman‟s theory why the 
characters switch and mix their language. There are only seven reasons that 
occur in the teenlit Canting Cantiq by Dian Nuranindya.  
 The second previous study was conducted in a thesis by Nopita 
Mulyani from State Islamic University Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta, in 2011. 
The thesis has the title Code Mixing Analysis of The Judges Comments and 
The Host Utterances on Five Episodes of Workshop Round in Indonesian Idol 
Singing Competition Season 6. This study uses descriptive method by 
analyzing linguistics forms and the factors. It analyzes based on related words, 
phrases, and Weinrich theory. The study classifies code mixing into the 
categories based on the word classes and phrase based on Weinrich‟s theory 
that occur the judges and the host utterances on five episodes of workshop 
round in Indonesian Idol singing competition season 6. Then, the study 
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analyzes the factors of code mixing that influences the judges and the host 
utterances. 
 The study also analyzes the language functions that code mixing 
occurs not only on dialogue but also on monologue used Jacobson‟s theory 
that occur the judges and the host utterances. Then, the study finds code 
mixing containing phrases as many as 9 data of noun phrases, 6 data of words. 
All of them are nouns. In this study, code mixings are caused by some factors 
such as pernicious homonymy, oversight, low frequency of word, social value, 
introduction and development of a new culture. 
 The third previous study was conducted by Fithtria Luthfiyani from 
State Islamic University Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta, in 2014. Her thesis has 
the title Code Switching and Code Mixing on Korean Television Music Show 
After School Club. This study finds out the types of code switching and code 
mixing in Korean television music show After School Club. The study 
analyzes the influential factors of code switching and code mixing on Korean 
television music show After School Club. This study uses descriptive analysis 
method by watching the video and marking some utterances containing code 
switching and code mixing and it is analyzed by Janet Holmes‟s theory. This 
study finds sixteen utterances identified as code switching and code mixing. 
The factors that influence the code switching and code mixing phenomena are 
participants and topics that speakers mix or switch to change language in the 
conversation. 
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 The fourth previous study was conducted by Indira Kurniati, the 
student from State Islamic University Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta, in 2014. 
The thesis has the title A Sociolinguistics Analysis of Code Mixing on Nine 
Summer Autumns Novel by Iwan Setiawan. This study examines the types of 
code mixing and interference that appears in the conversation of the novel. 
The study uses descriptive qualitative method to classify the types of code 
mixing and interference on Nine Summer Autumns Novel by Iwan Setiawan. 
The study chooses the dialogues randomly which are interested to be 
analyzed. The study concludes the types of code mixing in the novel such as 
nineteen data from outer code mixing and one inner code mixing. Besides, 
there is no interference which happen in the conversation on Nine Summer 
Autumns Novel by Iwan Setiawan. 
 The fifth previous study was conducted by Ridwan Nova Ria, the 
student from State Islamic University Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta, in 2016, 
entitled Code Switching and Code Mixing in The Lyrics of Bondan Prakoso 
Featuring Fade 2 Black’s Songs. This study uses the descriptive qualitative 
method. The data collected are in the form of written lyrics. The study collects 
the lyrics in the internet. The study focuses to analyze the types of code 
switching and code mixing by using Hoffman‟s theory in the lyrics of Bondan 
Prakoso Featuring Fade 2 Black‟s songs.  
 The study analyzes the reasons of code switching and code mixing in 
the lyrics of Bondan Prakoso featuring Fade 2 Black‟s songs based on 
Hoffman‟s and Saville- Troike‟s theory. The result of study shows that there 
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are two typesof code switching such as inter- sentential switching and 
emblematic switching, and it is found two types of code mixing those are 
intra-sentential mixing and intra- lexical mixing. From twenty eight songs in 
three albums of Bondan Prakoso featuring Fade 2 Black‟s, code switching 
and code mixing occurs in 175 times. In addition, the result showsthat the 
highest reasons from ten reasons of using code switching and code mixing 
are classifying the speech content for interlocutor with total percentage of 
34%. 
 From those previous studies, there are comparisons that will 
differentiate this study from the others. From first until fifth previous study 
above, the research that explains the code switching and code mixing in 
Indonesian- English is common languages that are used as case or problems. 
This study has different data and object. Meanwhile, there is one previous 
study that analyzes English- Korean code switching and code mixing that is 
conducted by Fithria Luthfiani from State Islamic University Syarif 
Hidayatullah Jakarta. The study examines the types and the factors that 
influence code switching and code mixing in Korean television shows.  
 The differences from the studies before this study chooses Korean- 
English in song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album. It is to analyze the 
types of code mixing. The last, this study analyzes the functions song lyrics 
Korean- English in the of Goblin Korean drama album. This study can to 
give a new color in the use code mixing as language phenomena. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
This study used descriptive-qualitative research methods. This 
research is scientific because it consists of investigation such as collecting 
the data, collecting evidence from data, then making an analysis, and 
concluding the data. Mason (2002:24) states that qualitative research is about 
qualitative ways what we mean by design and strategy in the research. In 
qualitative research, decisions about design and strategy are ongoing and are 
grounded in the practice, process, and context of the research itself. Mack 
(2005:1) argues that.  
Qualitative research is a type of scientific research. In general terms, 
scientific research consists of an investigation that seeks answers to a 
question, systematically uses predefined set procedures to answer the 
question, collects evidence, produces findings that were not determined 
in advance, and process findings that are applicable beyond the 
immediate boundaries of the study.  
 
Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that qualitative 
research is a type of scientific research consisting of an investigation that 
seeks to answer the questions, collects evidence, produces findings, and 
process findings. Qualitative research is characteristically exploratory about 
design or process of the research.  
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According to Moleong (2013:9) the characteristics of qualitative 
method are that it has a natural setting and the researcher acts as the main 
instrument. Cresswell (2009:261- 263) states that. 
The characteristics of qualitative research method are the research has 
the natural setting that means face to face interaction along research, the 
researcher as a key instrument, research has multiple sources of data, the 
research has inductive data analysis, participants meaning, emergent 
design, perspective theoretical, interpretive, and holistic account.  
 
From this explanation above, the characteristics of qualitative 
research method are: the research has the natural setting, the researcher as 
the key instrument, it has multiple sources of data, the research has inductive 
data analysis, and the perspective is theoretical. This study collects the data 
by selecting words, phrases, and sentences that present code mixings used in 
the song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album. 
 
B. Data and Source of the Data 
The study analyzed words, phrases, and sentences that were included 
in the types and the functions of code mixing. This study analyzes words, 
phrases, and sentences in the song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album. 
The data are findings of what kind of evidence method is capable of 
producing and making assumptions about analytical processes through 
which data can be used to assemble arguments and explanations (Mason, 
2002:40). The study was concerned with descriptive texts as the data. The 
Goblin Korean drama album was used as the source of the data, meanwhile 
the data were collected from the mixes words, phrases, clauses, and 
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sentences between Korean and English languages in song lyrics of Goblin 
Korean drama album. Those are divided into forms words, phrases, clauses 
and sentences in song lyrics. 
 
C. Research Instrument 
In the qualitative method, the researcher acts as the main instrument 
(Moleong, 2013:9). To identify the data this study it needed instruments to 
collect the data and to analyze the data. Besides, there were instruments that 
can be used as supporting data. The instruments made this study easier to 
finish the process of collecting data. The main instrument was of the 
researcher as the planner, collector, and analyze the data. Meanwhile, the 
supporting instruments are pen, notebook, papers, laptop, and electronic 
dictionary. Those are things used in this study as the supporting instrument 
to collect and to analyze the data. 
 
D. The Technique of Collecting Data 
Emzir (2012:6) states that to collect the qualitative data the 
researcher get the right answer, texts or documentation, transcript, interview, 
record, pictures, and information from someone or website. This study made 
folders to separate between songs and the drama. Then, after knowing the 
whole song, the researcher is written the song lyrics about Goblin Korean 
drama album from the internet.  
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Song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album are the data collected in 
this study. The mixed lyrics between Korean- English were analyzed by the 
researcher. The data are purposive data that consist of words, phrases, 
clauses, and sentences. Based on the forms of the data, this study classified 
three types code mixing and the functions of code mixing. After classifying 
the data, this study involved the process of selecting and focusing the data. 
This study classified the data using codes to differentiate each data. These 
are written below: 
The numeral 001, 002, 003… are used to show the order of the data number. 
The alphabetic capital letters are used to classify the types of code mixing. 
These are written below: 
ISM    : Intra-sentential mixing 
ILM    : Intra-lexical mixing 
ICP    : Involving a change of pronunciation 
The numeral 1, 2, 3, 7, 9 … are used to show the order songs of code 
mixing in the Goblin Korean drama album. To differentiate from the number 
of data, this study gives the capital letter S. it means that letter S is the 
number of the song of Goblin Korean drama album. For examples: S.11, 
S.14, and S.15 and others.  
Those are can be put together into sentences in the example below: 
001/ ISS/ S.1 means the first data type intra sentential mixing in the song 
which is located in the first part song lyric of Goblin Korean drama album. 
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By giving a type of code to each data, the data become easier to be 
identified. 
Example: 001/ ISM/ S.1 
Jeongmal nega naoui umyeongin geolkka  Neon falling you 
English translation: 
Are you my destiny? Falling you 
The part from first song of Goblin Korean drama album that is sung 
by the Korean singer Chanyeol EXO feat PUNCH above shows the sentence 
Jeongmal nega naoui umyeongin geolkka  Neon falling you. From the part 
of lyric above it is found the phrase which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. This condition can be called the process of code mixing and can 
be analyzed the lyric has types of intra-sentential mixing. The functions of 
the lyrics above, it is as indicating message/ expressing the message because 
after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for 
someone. 
 
E. The Trustworthiness of the Data 
Trustworthiness of data is needed to check the trust of data. This 
study asked proofreaders such as lecturers in order to support the 
trustworthiness of data. According to Moleong (2013:173) trustworthiness of 
research can be gained by conducting credibility, transferability, 
dependability, and conformability. This study used investigator triangulation 
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among other triangulations such as source triangulation, method 
triangulation, and theory triangulation.  
This study involved a proof from lecturer in English literature 
department of the State Islamic Institute of Surakarta to check the data. After 
this study collected data from song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album 
and analyze the types of code mixing and also the function of codes mixings 
in song lyrics, the data were delivered to the proofreader to gain the trust of 
data. The data were checked and validated by Vilya Lakstian Catra Mulya 
S.Hum, M.Hum of English Letters department. He is a linguistic lecturer 
which was considered having high capability to validate the data.  
 
F. Technique of Data Analysis  
The study did not only collect the data but this study also analyzed 
the data to obtain the result of the study. Maxwell (in Astuti, 2017) 
mentioned that data analysis is probably the aspect of qualitative research 
that most clearly distinguishes it from experimental and survey research. 
Based on Maxwell data analysis is the aspect of qualitative research that 
distinguishes it from experimental and survey research. Analyzing the data 
in qualitative research is carried out the purposes of the collecting data in 
order to apply the theories. The steps of analyzing the data in this study are 
as follows: 
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1. Watching Goblin Korean drama until the end. Then, making list of the 
titles of song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama and writing the lyrics 
in a note from the internet. 
2. Listening the song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama, reading the 
song lyrics, translating the song lyrics to know the meaning of the songs, 
and making the list which shows the types and the functions code mixings 
in English- Korean language.  
3. Collecting data from song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama. The 
album consists of 16 song lyrics. The data were the types of code mixings 
and the functions of code mixings in parts of the song lyrics. 
4. Classifying the data into three types of code mixings namely words, 
phrases, clauses, and sentences. Then, giving each data a code. The code 
was made with a purpose to make data identification and to be easier. The 
code represented the number of data, the number of song, and it has 
alphabetic capital letters to classify the types of code mixing. 
5. Analyzing the data based on the types of code mixing are intra-sentential 
mixing, intra-lexical mixing, and involving a change of pronunciation. In 
this step, the study began to analyze each data based on the theories of 
code mixings. Next, draw the conclusion to know the results of the 
analysis. After analyzing the data, this study drew a conclusion based on 
findings from the analysis. Suggestions were also needed to make this 
study more complete. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Findings 
This study explains the data in this research based on the type and 
the function of code mixings. The data are found in qualitative research. 
The qualitative data are in the form of code mixings can be analyzed in 
the content analysis. This study uses sociolinguistics approach. In this 
research the data are analyzed based on the data classification. The data 
of code mixings are collected by the researcher from the song lyrics 
album of Goblin Korean drama. Those code mixings are written in bold 
font. In the song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama, the researcher 
found code mixings in its various types and functions. The types of code 
mixings are intra-sentential mixing, intra-lexical mixing, and involving a 
change of pronunciation.  
The data from English- Korean language code mixings are found 
by researcher in the song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama are 44. 
The types of intra-sentential mixing are 38 data, the types of intra lexical 
mixing are 5 data, and the types of involving a change of pronunciation 
are 1 data. It can be concluded that the highest number of code mixings 
in the song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama is the types intra-
sentential mixing attains 38 data. The fewest number of code mixings in 
39 
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the song lyrics album of Goblin Korean drama is the types involving a 
change of pronunciation attains 1 data. 
 
Table 1. The types of code mixings data 
No The types of code mixings Numbers 
1. Intra-sentential mixing 38 
2. Intra-lexical mixing  5 
3. Involving a change of pronunciation 1 
Total 44 
 
1. Intra-sentential mixing Type of Code Mixings 
Code mixing is one of the conditions where two languages or more are 
used at the same time. Code mixings are distinguished into three types. The 
one type of code mixing is intra-sentential mixing. Intra-sentential mixing is 
the type of code mixing occurs in a phrase, clause or a sentence boundary.  
 
001/ ISM/ S.1 
Jeongmal nega naoui unmyeongin geolkka neon falling you 
Are you really my destiny? Falling you 
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The song lyric above is located in the album of Goblin Korean 
drama part 1. The song has the title Stay With Me. This song is sung by the 
popular Korean singer Chanyeol EXO feat PUNCH. The part of song lyric 
above shows the sentence jeongmal nega naoui unmyeongin geollka neon 
falling you. From part of lyric above it is found the phrase which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The part of lyric is found in the phrase 
falling you. This condition can be called a process of code mixing and has 
the type of intra-sentential mixing. Besides, the lyric above has a function to 
express the emphasis message because after being translated, the lyric has a 
meaning that gives some emphasis for someone. 
 
004/ ISM/ S.1 
Heeo naol su eopseo jebal hold me 
I can‟t escape please, hold me 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 1. The song lyric has the title Stay With Me sung by the Korean singer 
Chanyeol EXO feat PUNCH. The part of song lyric above shows the 
sentence heeo naol eopseo jebal hold me. From the part of lyric above it is 
found in the phrase hold me that can be identified and has the type of intra-
sentential mixing because this type of code mixing that is occur in phrase 
boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the 
English language. The lyric above has a function to emphasis message 
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because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that gives emphasis 
for someone. 
 
005/ ISM/ S.1 
Stay with me nae maeumsok gipheun gose nega saneunji 
Stay with me are you living deep in my heart? 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 1. The song lyric has the title Stay With Me sung by Chanyeol EXO feat 
PUNCH. The part of song lyric above shows the sentence stay with me nae 
maeumsok gipheun gose nega saneunji?. From the part of the lyric it is 
found the phrase stay with me that can be identified and has the type of 
intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that 
is occurs in phrase boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
indicate emotions because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that 
expresses a message for someone. 
 
006/ ISM/ S.1 
Stay with me nae ane sumgyeowattdeon jinsil 
Stay with me the truth hidden in me 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 1. The song lyric has the title Stay With Me sung by Chanyeol EXO feat 
PUNCH. The part of song lyric above shows the sentence stay with me nae 
ane sumgyeowattdeon jinsil. From the part of the lyric it is found the phrase 
stay with me that can be identified and has the type of intra-sentential 
mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in 
phrase boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to 
the English language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions 
because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a 
message for someone. 
 
007/ ISM/ S.4 
It’s a beautiful life nan neoui gyeot-e iss-eulge 
It‟s a beautiful life I‟ll stay by your side 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence It’s a beautiful life nan neoui gyeot-e 
iss-eulge. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause It’s a 
beautiful life can be identified and has the type of intra-sentential mixing 
because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause 
boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the 
English language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions 
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because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a 
message for someone. 
 
008/ ISM/ S.4 
It’s a beautiful life neoui dwie seo-eulge 
It‟s a beautiful life I‟ll stand right behind you 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence It’s a beautiful life neoui dwie seo-
eulgo. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause It’s a beautiful 
life can be identified and has the type of intra-sentential mixing because the 
song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions because after 
being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for 
someone. 
 
009/ ISM/ S.4 
Beautiful love haneur- arae neowa itdamyeon 
Beautiful love if I am with you under this sky 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence beautiful love haneur- arae neowa 
itdamyeon. From the part of the lyric above it is found the phrase beautiful 
love can be identified and has the type of intra-sentential mixing because the 
song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in phrase boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions because after 
being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for 
someone. 
 
010/ ISM/ S.4 
Sumswineungeomman eurodo joh-a it’s a beautiful life 
Just breathing alone makes me happy it‟s a beautiful life 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence sumswineungeomman eurodo joh-a it’s 
a beautiful life. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause it’s a 
beautiful life that can be identified and has the type of intra-sentential 
mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in 
clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to 
the English language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions 
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because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a 
message for someone. 
 
011/ ISM/ S.4 
Beautiful day neoui gieog- eseo naega saltende 
Beautiful day I live in your memories 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence beautiful day neoui gieog- eseo naega 
saltende. From the part of the lyric above it is found the phrase beautiful 
day that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing because 
the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in phrase boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions because after 
being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for 
someone. 
 
012/ ISM/ S.4 
Beautiful life beautiful day nae gyeot- eseo meomulleojwo 
Beautiful life beautiful day stay by my side 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence beautiful life beautiful day nae gyeot- 
eseo meomulleojwo. From the part of the lyric above it is found the phrase 
beautiful life beautiful day that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in phrase boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
reiterate meanings because after being translated, the lyric found a function 
the repetition word beautiful so the song lyric has a function a reiteration 
message. 
 
013/ ISM/ S.4 
It’s a beautiful life eonjena neol jikyeojulge 
It‟s a beautiful life I‟ll always protect you 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence It’s a beautiful life eonjena neol 
jikyeojulge. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause It’s a 
beautiful life” that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing 
because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause 
boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the 
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English language. The lyric above has a function to clarify the message 
because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that gives a 
clarification message for someone. 
 
014/ ISM/ S.4 
It’s a beautiful life naege gidalsuga itge 
It‟s a beautiful life so lean on me 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence It’s a beautiful life naege gidalsuga 
itge. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause It’s a beautiful 
life that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing because the 
song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to clarify the message because 
after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that gives a clarification 
message for someone. 
 
015/ ISM/ S.4 
Beautiful love neoui nunmul neoui misodo 
Beautiful love your tears, your smile 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence beautiful love neoui nunmul neoui 
misodo. From the part of the lyric above it is found the phrase beautiful 
love that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing because 
the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in phrase boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions because after 
being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for 
someone. 
 
016/ ISM/ S.4 
Gyeot- eseo hamkke hal su itdorog it’s a beautiful life 
So we can be together it‟s a beautiful life 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence gyeot- eseo hamkke hal su itdorog It’s 
a beautiful life. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause “It’s 
a beautiful life that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing 
because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause 
boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the 
English language. The lyric above has a function to clarify the message 
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because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that gives a 
clarification message for someone. 
 
017/ ISM/ S.4 
Beautiful day michidorog neol saranghaess- eotdeon nal 
Beautiful day I love you like crazy 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence beautiful day michidorog neol 
saranghaess- eotdeon nal. From the part of the lyric above it is found the 
phrase beautiful day that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential 
mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in 
phrase boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to 
the English language. The lyric above has a function to quote the message 
because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that gives a quotation 
message for someone. 
 
018/ ISM/ S.4 
Beautiful life beautiful day neoreul ilhgo sipjianha 
Beautiful life beautiful day I don‟t wanna lose you 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence beautiful life beautiful day neoreul 
ilhgo sipjianha. From the part of the lyric above it is found the phrase 
beautiful life beautiful day that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in phrase boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
reiterate messages because after being translated, the lyric found a repetition 
word beautiful so the song lyric has a function a reiteration message. 
 
019/ ISM/ S.4 
It’s a beautiful life 
Sesung-e neowa dalm- eun chuog-i  
tto- deong- geureoni naege namgyeoisso- eo 
It‟s a beautiful life memories that resemble you remain with me 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence It’s a beautiful life sesung-e neowa 
dalm- eun chuog-i tto- deong- geureoni naege namgyeoisso- eo. From the 
part of the lyric above it is found the clause It’s a beautiful life that can be 
identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has 
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type of code mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song 
lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric 
above has a function to emphasis message because after being translated, the 
lyric has a meaning that gives a emphasis message for someone. 
 
020/ ISM/ S.4 
It’s a sorrowful life sorrowful day seulpeum- eul igiji mothaneun naege 
It‟s a sorrowful life sorrowful day i can‟t win over sadness 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence It’s a sorrowful life sorrowful day 
seulpeum- eul igiji mothaneun naege. From the part of the lyric above it is 
found the clause It’s a sorrowful life sorrowful day that can be identified 
and has type of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of 
code mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above 
which mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a 
function to repeat the messages because after being translated, the lyric 
found a repetition word sorrowful so the song lyric has a function a 
reiteration message. 
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021/ ISM/ S.4 
Sorrowful life sorrowful day nae gyeot- eseo tteonajima 
Sorrowful life sorrowful day so don‟t leave me 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence Sorrowful life sorrowful day 
seulpeum- eul igiji mothaneun naege. From the part of the lyric above it is 
found the phrase Sorrowful life sorrowful day that can be identified and 
has type of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code 
mixing that is occurs in phrase boundary. Besides, the song lyric above 
which mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a 
function to repeat the messages because after being translated, that song 
lyric found a repetition word sorrowful so the song lyric has a function 
reiteration message. 
 
022/ ISM/ S.4 
Chueogsog-e naega salji anhdorog it’s a beautiful life 
So I won‟t line just in your memories it‟s a beautiful life 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 4. The song lyric has the title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence chuoegsog-e naege salji anhdorog it’s 
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a beautiful life. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause It’s a 
beautiful life that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing 
because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause 
boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the 
English language. The lyric above has a function to emphasis message 
because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that gives a emphasis 
message for someone. 
 
024/ ISM/ S.6 
Where I am who I am gamokgateun isseulsseulham 
Where I am who I am I‟m trapped in this bitterness 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 6. The song lyric has the title Who are You sung by Sam Kim. The part 
of song lyric above shows the sentence Where I am who I am 
gamokgateun isseulsseulham. From the part of the lyric above it is found the 
clause where I am who I am that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
clarify the message because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning 
that gives a clarification message for someone. 
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025/ ISM/ S.6 
Modu nareul jinagagiman haessdeon i gos where I am 
This place is where everyone just walked where I am 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 6. The song lyric has the title Who are You sung by Sam Kim. The part 
of song lyric above shows the sentence modu nareul jinagagiman haessdeon 
I gos where I am. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause 
where I am that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing 
because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause 
boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the 
English language. The lyric above has a function to clarify the message 
because after being translated by the lyric has a meaning that gives a 
clarification message for someone. 
 
026/ ISM/ S.6 
Who are you who are you gamchul su eopsneun gippeum 
Who are you who are you i can‟t hide his happiness 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 6. The song lyric has the title Who are You sung by Sam Kim. The part 
of song lyric above shows the sentence who are you who are you gamchul 
su eopsneun gippeum. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause 
who are you who are you that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
repeat the messages because after being translated the song lyric found a 
repetition clause who are you so the song lyric has a function reiteration 
message. 
 
027/ ISM/ S.6 
Kkumeseojocha umkyeojwigo issdeon geunde where are you 
You who came into my dream where are you? 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 6. The song lyric has the title Who are You sung by Sam Kim. The part 
of song lyric above shows the sentence kkumeseojocha umkyeojwigo 
issdeon gundae where are you. From the part of the lyric above it is found 
the clause where are you that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
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Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has function to clarify 
the message because after being translated, the lyric has a meaning that 
gives a clarification message for someone. 
 
028/ ISM/ S.6 
Jakku meoreojil ni soneul butjapgo I beg for life 
I hold your hand to stop it from parting away I beg for life 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 6. The song lyric has the title Who are You sung by Sam Kim. The part 
of song lyric above shows the sentence jakku meoreojil ni soneul butjapgo I 
beg for life. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause I beg for 
life that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing because the 
song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to command message because after 
being translated, the lyric has a meaning that expresses a interjection 
message for someone. 
 
029/ ISM/ S.7 
I love you love you love you inyeonira bureujyo nan 
I love you love you love you I call that a connection 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 7. The song lyric has the title I Miss You sung by SOYOU. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence I love you love you love you inyeonira 
bureujyo nan. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause I love 
you love you love you that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential 
mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in 
clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to 
the English language. The lyric above has a function to repeat and emphasis 
the messages because after being translated the song lyric found a repetition 
phrase love you the song lyric also has function reiteration and emphasis  
message. 
 
030/ ISM/ S.7 
And I miss you miss you miss you naui unmyeongin saram 
And I miss you miss you miss you the man who is my destiny 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 7. The song lyric has the title I Miss You sung by SOYOU. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence and I miss you miss you miss you 
naui unmyeongin saram. From the part of the lyric above it is found the 
clause and I miss you miss you miss you that can be identified and has 
type of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code 
mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above 
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which mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a 
function to repeat and emphasis the messages because after being translated, 
the song lyric found a repetition phrase miss you the song lyric also has 
function reiteration and emphasis message. 
 
031/ ISM/ S.7 
I love you love you love you inmyeomingeol neukkyeossjyo nan 
I love you love you love you I felt we has a connection 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 7. The song lyric has the title I Miss You sung by SOYOU. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence I love you love you love you 
inmyeomingeol neukkyeossjyo nan. From the part of the lyric above it is 
found the clause I love you love you love you that can be identified as type 
of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing 
that is occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
repeat and emphasis message because after being translated, the song lyric 
found a repetition phrase love you so the song lyric has function reiteration 
and emphasis message. 
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032/ ISM/ S.14 
I’m wasting my word wasting my time nege modu nae- eo jugo 
I‟m wasting my word wasting my time after I gave you everything 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 14. The song lyric has the title Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence I’m wasting my word 
wasting my time inyeomingeol neukkyeossjyo nan. From the part of the 
lyric above it is found the clause I’m wasting my word wasting my time 
that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing because the 
song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to repeat and to personal message 
because after being translated, the song lyric found a repetition word 
wasting.  Then, the song lyric has function reiteration and personalization 
message. 
 
033/ ISM/ S.14 
You wake up my heart and walk to my world 
Nan neol gijeogira bulleo sumswineun modeun geotdeul jung-e 
You wake up my heart and walk to my world 
I call you a miracle out of everything that breathes 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 14. The song lyric has the title Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence You wake up my heart 
and walk to my world nan neol gijeogira bulleo sumswineun modeun 
geotdeul jung-e. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause you 
wake up my heart and walk to my world that can be identified and has 
type of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code 
mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above 
which mixes Korean to the English language. The lyric above has a function 
to command expression because after being translated, the song lyric has a 
meaning that gives a interjection message for someone. 
 
034/ ISM/ S.14 
Gakkai gyeot-e dugo sip-eo she blew me away 
I wanna place you close to me she blew me away 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 14. The song lyric has the title Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence gakkai gyeot-e dugo sip-eo 
she blew me away. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause 
she blew me away that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential 
mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in 
clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to 
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the English language. The lyric above has a function to command 
expression because after being translated, the song lyric has a meaning that 
expresses a interjection message for someone. 
 
035/ ISM/ S.14 
Heaven is in your eyes heaven is in your sound 
Naege niga boyeojuneun sesung moduga da 
Heaven is in your eyes heaven is in your sound 
To me, it‟s in all of the world that you see 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 14. The song lyric has the title Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence heaven is in your eyes 
heaven is in your sound naege niga boyeojuneun sesung moduga da. From 
the part of the lyric above it is found the clause heaven is in your eyes 
heaven is in your sound that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
repeat the messages because after being translated, the song lyric found a 
repetition clause heaven is in your so the song lyric has a function 
reiteration message. 
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036/ ISM/ S.14 
Heaven is in your kiss even though tears fall down 
Haneur arae yuirhage neon haneur arae yuirhan naeus-eum 
Heaven is in your kiss even though tears fall down 
The only one under this sky to make me smile 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 14. The song lyric has the title Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence heaven is in your kiss 
even though tears fall down haneur arae yuirhage neon haneur arae 
yuirhan naeus-eum. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause 
heaven is in your kiss even though tears fall down that can be identified 
and has type of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of 
code mixing that is occurs in sentence boundary. Besides, the song lyric 
above which mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric above 
has a function to indicate emotions because after being translated, the song 
lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for someone. 
 
037/ ISM/ S.14 
I’m dreaming all day nun-eul gip-i gamgo ni ireumeul bulleo 
I‟m dreaming all day I deeply closed my eyes and called out your name 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 14. The song lyric has the title Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence I’m dreaming all day nun-
eul gip-i gamgo ni ireumeul bulleo. From the part of the lyric above it is 
found the clause I’m dreaming all day that can be identified and has type 
of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing 
that is occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
indicate emotions because after being translated, the song lyric has a 
meaning that expresses a message for someone. 
 
038/ ISM/ S.14 
Geurineun geureon hamyeosseo you blow up my heart, my heart 
It‟s a day that everyone dreams of you blow up my heart, my heart 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 14. The song lyric has the title Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence geurineun geureon 
hamyeosseo you blow up my heart, my heart. From the part of the lyric 
above it is found the clause you blow up my heart, my heart that can be 
identified and has type of intra-sentential mixing because the song lyric has 
type of code mixing that is occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song 
lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric 
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above has a function to repeat and clarify the message because after being 
translated, the song lyric find a repetition phrase my heart so the song lyric 
has function reiteration and clarification message. 
 
041/ ISM/ S.15 
You you you if you still awake eotteon saenggakhaneunji 
You you you if you still awake what are you thinking? 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 15. The song lyric has the title Love sung by MAMAMOO. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence you you you if you still awake eotteon 
saenggakhaneunji. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause 
you you you if you still awake that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
repeat the message and to indicate emotions because after being translated, 
the song lyric find a repetition word you so the song lyric has function 
reiteration message and function express the message for someone. 
 
042/ ISM/ S.15 
You you you if you feel alone nawa ttokgateun gibun 
You you you if you feel alone do you feel the same? 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 15. The song lyric has the title Love sung by MAMAMOO. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence you you you if you feel alone nawa 
ttokgateun gibun. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause you 
you you if you feel alone that can be identified and has type of intra-
sentential mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is 
occurs in clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function to 
repeat the message and to indicate emotions because after being translated, 
the song lyric find a repetition word you so the song lyric has function 
reiteration message and express the message for someone. 
 
043/ ISM/ S.15 
Yeonaesepoga dasi dora wassnabwa you make me shine 
I think the love cells has entered again you make me shine 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 15. The song lyric has the title Love sung by MAMAMOO. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence yeonaesepoga dasi dora wassnabwa 
you make me shine. From the part of the lyric above it is found the clause 
you make me shine that can be identified and has type of intra-sentential 
mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in 
clause boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to 
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the English language. The lyric above has a function to indicate emotions. 
Because after being translated, the song lyric has a meaning that expresses a 
message for someone. 
 
2. Intra-Lexical Mixing Type of Code Mixings 
Code mixing is one of conditions where two languages or more are 
used at the same time. Code mixings are distinguished into three types. The 
second type of code mixing is intra-lexical mixing. Intra-lexical mixing is 
the type of code mixing occurs in a lexical or word boundary.  
 
002/ ILM/ S.1 
Umyeong cheoreom neoreul falling 
Like destiny falling 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 1. The song lyric has the title Stay with Me sung by Chanyeol EXO feat 
PUNCH. The part of song lyric above shows the sentence yeonaesepoga 
umyeong cheoreom neoreul falling. From the part of the lyric above it is 
found the word falling that can be identified and has type of intra-lexical 
mixing because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in a 
word boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to 
the English language. The lyric above has a function to command 
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expression because after being translated, the song lyric has a meaning that 
gives an interjection message for someone. 
 
003/ ILM/ S.1 
Ddo nareul bureune calling 
You‟re calling out to me, calling 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 1. The song lyric has the title Stay with Me sung by Chanyeol EXO feat 
PUNCH. The part of song lyric above shows the sentence ddo nareul 
bureune calling. From the part of the lyric above it is found the word 
calling that can be identified and has type of intra-lexical mixing because 
the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in a word boundary. 
Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English 
language. The lyric above has a function to command the messages because 
after being translated, the song lyric has the interjection message to 
someone. 
 
023/ ILM/ S.5 
Baby nae mamirado kkeonaejwoya neon mitgessni? 
Baby, do I has to take my heart out for you to believe me? 
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The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 5. The song lyric has the title You are So Beautiful sung by Eddy Kim. 
The part of song lyric above shows the sentence baby nae mamirado 
kkeonaejwoya neon mitgessni?. From the part of the lyric above it is found 
the word baby that can be identified and has type of intra-lexical mixing 
because the song lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in a word 
boundary. Besides, the song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the 
English language. The lyric above has a function to express the addressee 
specific person because after being translated, the song lyric has a meaning 
that expresses an addressee specification message for someone. 
 
039/ ILM/ S.15 
Love hejeonhaessdeon maemi yojeum deureo isunghae 
Love my empty heart feel weird these days 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 15. The song lyric has the title Love by MAMAMOO. The part of song 
lyric above shows the sentence Love hejeonhaessdeon maemi yojeum 
deureo isunghae. From the part of the lyric above it is found the word love 
that can be identified and has type of intra-lexical mixing because the song 
lyric has type of code mixing that is occurs in a word boundary. Besides, the 
song lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English language. The 
lyric above has a function to indicate emotions because after being 
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translated, the song lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for 
someone. 
 
040/ ILM/ S.15 
Love dalbitnaerin bamdo nal bokjaphane mandeune 
Love even the moonlight might makes me feel complicated 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 15. The song lyric has the title Love by MAMAMOO. The part of song 
lyric above shows the sentence Love dalbitnaerin bamdo nal bokjaphane 
mandeune. From the part of the lyric above it is found the word love that 
can be identified and has type of intra-lexical mixing because the song lyric 
has type of code mixing that is occurs in a word boundary. Besides, the song 
lyric above which mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric 
above has a function to indicate emotions because after being translated, the 
song lyric has a meaning that expresses a message for someone. 
 
3. The type of involving a change of pronunciation 
Code mixing is one of conditions where two languages or more are 
used at the same time. Code mixings are distinguished into three types. The 
third types of code mixing are involving a change of pronunciation. 
Involving a change of pronunciation is the type of code mixing it is occurs 
at the phonological or pronunciation level. 
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044/ ICP/ S.15 
Soljikhi ganjireowoseo motchamgesseo kkumgateun taiming 
Honestly, it tickles so much I can‟t take it this dream like timing 
 
The song lyric above is located in album of Goblin Korean drama 
part 15. The song lyric has the title Love sung by MAMAMOO. The part of 
song lyric above shows the sentence soljikhi ganjireowoseo motchamgesseo 
kkumgateun taiming. From the song lyric above, the song lyric can be 
identified a word taiming written in the Korean word. It should depend on 
English word timing. Both of them have similar meaning but the 
pronunciation Korean say the word taiming not timing because the song 
lyric has type of involving a change of pronunciation that is occurs in the 
phonological or pronunciation level. Besides, the song lyric above which 
mixes Korean with to the English language. The lyric above has a function 
to command message because after being translated, the song lyric has a 
meaning that gives an interjection message for someone. 
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B. Discussion  
Before the researcher discuss about the discussion section, this 
research findings it is presents that obtained from all of the data. As we 
known from the analysis of the songs in the Goblin Korean drama album, 
nearly every song contains code mixing which is creates its own 
characteristics as the Goblin Korean drama album.  
Based on the research findings above the analysis finding can be 
explained to the answer the research question in chapter 1. The first 
research question is what are the types of code mixing in song lyrics of 
Goblin Korean drama album? To answer the research question the 
researcher uses Crystal‟s theory which is classifying the types of code 
mixing in three categories (1980).  This research the researcher also 
found three types of code mixing in song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama 
album. There are intra-sentential mixing, intra-lexical mixing, and 
involving a change of pronunciation. The three types of code mixing 
above were found in this Goblin Korean drama album based on the 
theory and the validator. Whereas, Goblin Korean drama album the 
Korean singers sing a song about the story of the Goblin Korean drama 
and the feelings of the character in Goblin Korean drama.  
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From the result the researcher found three types of code mixing in 
the Goblin Korean drama album. The first types of code mixing is intra-
sentential mixing which found in title song Stay with me sung by 
Chanyeol EXO feat PUNCH, Beautiful sung by CRUSH, Who are you 
sung by Sam Kim, I miss you sung by SOYOU, Heaven sung by Roy Kim 
feat Kim EZ, and Love sung by MAMAMOO. In the songs above the 
researcher can be identified intra-sentential mixing type of code mixing. 
It is because all the part of song lyrics above found the phrase and clause 
boundary. For example in the data number 001/ ISM/ S.1 shows the 
sentence jeongmal nega naoui unmyeongin geolkka neon falling you. 
From part of lyric above it is found the phrase falling you which mixes 
Korean with to the English language. In addition, the second example in 
the data number 028/ ISM/ S.6 shows the sentence jakku meoreojil ni 
soneul butjapgo I beg for life.  From part of lyric above it is found the 
clause I beg for life which mixes Korean with to the English language.  
The second types of code mixing is intra-lexical mixing which 
found in the title song Stay with me sung by Chanyeol EXO feat PUNCH, 
You are so beautiful sung by Eddy Kim, and Love sung by MAMAMOO. 
In the songs above the researcher can be identified intra-lexical mixing 
type of code mixing because all the part of song lyrics above occur in 
word boundary. For example in the data number 003/ ILM/ S.1 shows the 
sentence ddo nareul bureune calling. From part of lyric above it is found 
the word calling which mixes Korean with to the English language. 
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The third types of code mixing is involving a change of 
pronunciation which found in the title song Love sung by MAMAMOO. 
In the song above the researcher can be identified involving a change of 
pronunciation type of code mixing because part of the song lyrics above 
occurs in phonological or pronunciation level. For example in the data 
number 044/ ICP/ S.15 shows the sentence soljikhi ganjireowoseo 
motchamgesseo kkumgateun taiming. From the part of lyric above it is 
can be identified a word taiming written in the Korean word. It should 
depend on English word timing.  
The second research question is what are the functions of code 
mixing in song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album? To answer the 
research question above the researcher used Gumperz‟s theory and 
Zentella‟s theory.  Based on the Gumperz and Zentella theories there are 
eleven functions of code mixing. There is a conversational strategy to 
express the social meaning, quotation, addressee specification, 
interjection, reiteration/ repetition, message qualification, personalization 
versus objectivization, clarification, emphasis, checking, and indicating 
emotions. But the researcher does not found four functions of code 
mixing such as a conversational strategy to express the social meaning, 
message qualification, personalization versus objectivization, and 
checking.  
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The first function of code mixing that found by researcher is 
quotation message which found in the song title Beautiful sung by 
CRUSH. The researcher can be identified because the lyric has a function 
to give quote message for someone. For example, in the data number 017/ 
ISM/ S.4 shows the sentence beautiful day michidorog neol 
saranghaess-eotdeon nal. In the English translation it is has meaning 
beautiful day I love you like crazy. After being translated the lyric has a 
meaning that gives quotation message. The second function of code 
mixing is addressee specification which found in the song title You are so 
beautiful sung by Eddy Kim. The researcher can be identified the function 
above because the lyric has a function to show feeling to the specific 
person. For example, in the data number 023/ ILM/ S.5 shows the 
sentence baby nae mamirado kkeonaejwoya neon mitgessni?. In the 
English translation is baby, do I has to take my heart out for you to 
believe me? After being translated the lyric above has meaning that gives 
a feeling to specific person. 
The third function of code mixing is interjection message which 
found in the song title Stay with me sung by Chanyeol EXO feat PUNCH, 
Who are you sung by Sam Kim, and Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim 
EZ. The researcher can be identified the function above because the lyrics 
has the function to give command for someone. For example, in the data 
number 002/ ILM/ S.1 show the sentence umyeong cheoreom neoreul 
falling. In the English translation is like destiny falling. After being 
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translated the lyric has a meaning that gives interjection message. The 
fourth function of code mixing is reiteration/ repetition message which 
found in the song title Beautiful sung by CRUSH, Who are you sung by 
Sam Kim, I miss you sung by SOYOU, Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim 
EZ, and Love sung by MAMAMOO. The researcher can be identified the 
function because the lyrics above has function to repeat the message for 
someone. For example, in the data number 042/ ISM/ S.15 shows the 
sentence you you you if you feel alone nawa ttokgateun gibun. In the 
English translation is you you you if you feel alone do you feel the same? 
After being translated the lyric above has a meaning that gives reiteration 
message. 
The fifth function of code mixing is clarification message which 
found in the song title Beautiful sung by CRUSH, Who are you sung by 
Sam Kim, and Heaven sung by Roy Kim feat Kim EZ. The researcher can 
be identified the function above because the lyrics has the function to 
give clarify to someone. For example, in the data number 025/ ISM/ S.6 
show the sentence Modu nareul jinagagiman haessdeon I gos where I 
am. In the English translation is this place is where everyone just walked 
where I am. After being translated the lyric has a meaning that gives 
clarification message. The sixth function of code mixing is emphasis 
message which found in the song title Stay with me sung by Chanyeol 
EXO feat PUNCH, Beautiful sung by CRUSH, I miss you sung by 
SOYOU, and Love sung by MAMAMOO. The researcher can be identified 
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the function above because the lyrics has the function to give press for 
someone. For example, in the data number 044/ ICP/ S.15 show the 
sentence soljikhi ganjireowoseo motchamgesseo kkumgateun taiming. In 
the English translation is honestly, it tickles so much I can‟t take it this 
dream like timing. After being translated the lyric has a meaning that 
gives emphasis message. 
The seventh function of code mixing that found by researcher is 
indicating emotions which found in the song title Stay with me sung by 
Chanyeol EXO feat PUNCH, Beautiful sung by CRUSH, Heaven sung by 
Roy Kim feat Kim EZ, and Love sung by MAMAMOO. The researcher can 
be identified because the lyric has a function to give indicate emotions for 
someone. For example, in the data number 043/ ISM/ S.15 show the 
sentence yeonaesepoga dasi dora wassnabwa you make me shine. In the 
English translation it is has meaning I think the love cells have entered 
again you make me shine. After being translated the lyric has a meaning 
that expresses a message. 
Table 3. the theme of song in Goblin Korean drama album 
No. Theme and tone Song title 
1. 
Theme: waiting someone, fall in love 
Tone: slow and sweet 
Stay with me 
2. 
Theme: averse the feeling to fall in love 
Tone: simple but confusing 
My eyes 
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3. 
Theme: fall in love 
Tone: dreaming 
Hush 
4. 
Theme: fall in love 
Tone: sincerity 
Beautiful 
5. 
Theme: amaze with someone 
Tone: happy 
You are so beautiful 
6. 
Theme: spirit to find true love 
Tone: mysterious and sadness 
Who are you 
7. 
Theme: miss someone 
Tone: hopes 
I miss you 
8. 
Theme: together with beloved person 
Tone: missing 
First snow 
9. 
Theme: fall in love 
Tone: calm 
I will go to you like the 
first snow 
10. 
Theme: missing someone 
Tone: wishes 
Wish 
11. 
Theme: parting moment 
Tone: sadness 
And I‟m here 
12. 
Theme: waiting the winter season 
Tone: calm 
Winter is coming 
13. 
Theme: still love someone 
Tone: afraid 
Stuck in love 
14. Theme: fall in love 
Heaven 
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Tone: happy 
15. 
Theme: fall in love 
Tone: joyful 
Love 
16. 
Theme: hopes meet someone 
Tone: mysterious and confusing 
Round and round 
 
Goblin is the most popular Korean drama in 2016. The Korean 
drama that was first displayed by TVN channel and created by the 
scriptwriter Kim Eun Sook. According Korean Nielsen research January, 
12
th
 2017 Goblin had high rating 22.5 % as Korean Drama from 
television cable that was successful in 2017. Goblin did not only success 
on it‟s the story but also the drama was supported by songs that were 
given by popular singers. Goblin has released 16 songs consisting of 
Korean singers and non Korean singers like Lasse Lindh.  
The 16 songs that supports of Goblin Korean drama, are: Stay With 
Me (Chanyeol EXO feat Punch) this song is the first song that support the 
Goblin Korean drama. the song has the theme falling in love and the tone 
of the song is slow and sweet, My Eyes (10 cm) this song has theme a 
man that averse his feeling to fall in love in the first time and the tone of 
the song is simple and confusing, Hush (Lasse Lindh) this song tells 
about the love story from Goblin and the tone of this song is dreaming, 
Beautiful (Crush) this song talk about the falling love to someone and 
enjoying with the beautiful life. Then the tone of this song is sincerity, 
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You Are So Beautiful (Eddy Kim) the theme of this song is a man that 
amaze with a beautiful woman and the tone of the song is happy, Who Are 
You (Sam Kim) the theme of the song is a spirit from Goblin to find his 
true love and the tone of the song is sadness and mysterious, I Miss You 
(SOYOU) the theme of the song is about love story and the tone of the 
song is hopes and missing someone, First Snow (Jung Joon Il) this song 
has a theme about together with beloved person and the tone of the song 
is miss someone, I Will Go To You Like The First Snow (Ailee) this song 
talks about fall in love with someone and the tone is calm, Wish (Urban 
Zakapa) the theme of this song is someone who wishes and miss someone 
then the tone of the song is missing, And I’m Here (Kim Kyung Hee) this 
song has the theme about parting moment with beloved person and the 
tone of this song is sadness, Winter Is Coming (Han Soo Ji) the theme of 
the song is waiting the winter season and the tone of this song is calm, 
Stuck In Love (Kim Kyung Hee) the song has the theme about someone 
who still always love his beloved person and the tone of this song is 
afraid, Heaven (Roy Kim feat Kim EZ) this song has a theme about the 
happily when love someone and the tone is happily, Love (MAMAMOO) 
the theme of the song is about someone who fall in love and the tone of 
the song is joyful, and Round And Round (Heize feat Han Soo Ji) the 
theme of the song is about the story of Goblin that hopes to meet with his 
bride again after he died and the tone of the song is mysterious, sadness, 
and confusing.  
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From the result above, the researcher can be identified that in the 
Goblin Korean drama album consists of 16 songs. The 16 songs sung by 
the sixteen different singers. Every song also has different song writer. In 
the Goblin Korean drama every episode has different supporting songs. 
Then, the dominant types of code mixing in song lyrics of Goblin Korean 
drama album is intra-sentential mixing. This types of code mixings found 
16 data in the song title Beautiful sung by CRUSH. This song tells about 
fall in love theme and this song also has sincerity tone related with the 
Goblin Korean drama that it is has melodrama and romantic genre. 
Besides, the dominant functions of code mixing in the Goblin 
Korean drama album is indicating emotions because the researcher found 
13 data in the song lyrics Beautiful sung by CRUSH. The lyrics style 
from this song has a meaning to indicate emotions for someone. It is 
related to Goblin Korean drama that it‟s has many scene in every 
episodes shows the feeling and emotions moment. 
CRUSH is a professional singer especially in R&B, Rap and hip 
hop genre. The popular songs of CRUSH are: Sometimes, Don’t forget, 
Outside, Be by my side, and Swings. Most of the lyrics from his song are 
abundant of code mixing that song lyrics imply code mixing has the style 
of CRUSH songs. For example in the song title Swings shows the 
sentence 7 days out of 7 days oneul sul han jan haleo gallae. In the 
English translation is 7 days out of 7 days I wanna have a drink today. 
After being translated the lyrics can be showed that the lyric occur the 
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code mixing phenomena. So, CRUSH is one of the Goblin Korean drama 
album singers that using code mixing in his songs. 
From the explanation above, the researcher has related the types 
and functions of code mixing in song lyrics Goblin Korean drama album 
with the drama. The using code mixing in song lyrics Korean with to the 
English language is to explain the reflection of modern Korean culture 
and become a trendy of style the languages. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
A. Conclusion 
In the Goblin Korean drama album there are found some code 
mixings, the data are classified into three types of code mixings stated by 
Crystal‟s theory. They are intra-sentential mixing, intra-lexical mixing, 
and involving a change of pronunciation. The whole data found in Goblin 
Korean drama album are 44. It can be classified into intra-sentential 
mixings as many as 38 data, intra-lexical mixing as many as 5 data, and 
involving a change of pronunciation with only 1 data. From the research, 
the researcher concluded that the highest number types of code mixings in 
Goblin Korean drama album is intra-sentential mixings which attain 38 
data, and the fewest number type of code mixing is involving a change of 
pronunciation with only 1 data.  
The functions of code mixings can influence the song lyrics of 
Goblin Korean drama album. According to Gumperz, and Zentella 
theory, the functions of code mixings are a conversational strategy to 
express the social meanings-namely: quotation, addressee specification, 
interjection, reiteration or repetition, and message qualification, and 
personalization versus objectivization-namely clarification, emphasis, 
checking, and indicating emotions. The most dominant functions of code 
mixings in the song lyrics of Goblin Korean drama album are indicating 
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emotions, reiteration or repetition, interjection, clarification, 
specification, quotation, and emphasis. 
 
B. Suggestion 
From the result of the research as has been described, the 
researcher would like to give some suggestions to the followings:  
1. The next researcher   
The result of the research can be used as a reference in studying 
sociolinguistics, especially about code mixing which occurs in the song 
lyrics album. It had better if the next researcher also takes a discussion on 
other media. The next research may not only be limited by the types and 
functions of code mixings, but can also be added by code mixing usage 
purposes and the culture and structure analysis in more details.   
2. The reader  
The result of this research may be helpful the reader to know that 
English can also be learned by media (songs), especially from the lyrics. 
The code mixing may not only be found orally from daily conversations, 
but can also be found in the song lyrics. By reading this research, the 
researcher hopes that the readers can develop the language by using more 
than one language to make a new color in the modern life style. 
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Number of the 
Data 
Data 
 The types of code 
mixings Song lyrics in Korean language Song lyrics in English 
translation  
001/ISM/ S.1 Jeongmal nega naoui unmyeongin 
geolkka 
Neon falling you 
 
Are you really my 
destiny? 
Falling you 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
002/ ILM/ S.1 
 
Neon falling you  
Unmyeong cheoreom neoreul 
falling 
Falling you 
Like destiny, falling 
 
Intra lexical mixing 
003/ ILM/ S.1 Ddo nareul bureune calling You‟re calling out to me, 
calling 
 
Intra lexical mixing 
004/ ISM/ S.1 Heeo naol su eopseo 
Jebal hold me 
I can‟t escape 
Please, hold me 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
005/ ISM/ S.1 Stay with me 
Nae maeumsok gipheun gose 
Nega saneunji 
Stay with me 
Are you living  
Deep in my heart? 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
006/ ISM/ S.1 Stay with me 
Nae ane sumgyeowattdeon jinsil 
Stay with me  
The truth hidden in me 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
007/ ISM/ S.4 It’s a beautiful life 
Nan neoui gyeot-e iss-eulge 
It‟s a beautiful life 
I‟ll stay by your side 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
008/ ISM/ S.4 It’s a beautiful life 
Neoui dwie seo-eulge 
 
it‟s a beautiful life 
I‟ll stand right behind 
you 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
009/ ISM/ S.4 Beautiful love 
Haneur- arae neowa itdamyeon 
Beautiful love  
If I am with you under 
this sky 
Intra sentential mixing 
010/ ISM/ S.4 Sumswineungeomman eurodo joh-a 
It’s a beautiful life 
Just breathing alone 
makes me happy 
It‟s a beautiful life 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
011/ ISM/ S.4 Beautiful day  
Neoui gieog-eseo naega saltende 
Beautiful day 
I live in your memories 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
012/ ISM/ S.4 Beautiful life  
Beautiful day 
Nae gyeot- eseo meomulleojwo 
Beautiful life 
Beautiful day 
Stay by my side 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
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013/ ISM/ S.4 It’s a beautiful life 
Eonjena neol jikyeojulge 
It‟s  a beautiful life 
I‟ll always protect you 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
014/ ISM/ S.4 It’s a beautiful life 
Naege gidalsuga itge 
It‟s a beautiful life 
So lean on me 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
015/ ISM/ S.4 
 
Beautiful love 
Neoui nunmul neoui misodo 
Beautiful love 
Your tears, your smile 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
016/ ISM/ S.4 
 
Gyeot- eseo hamkke hal su itdorog 
It’s a beautiful life 
So we can be together 
It‟s a beautiful life 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
017/ ISM/ S.4 
 
Beautiful day 
Michidorog neol saranghaess- 
eotdeon nal 
Beautiful day 
I love you like crazy 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
018/ ISM/ S.4 Beautiful life  
Beautiful day 
Neoreul ilhgo sipjianha 
Beautiful life  
Beautiful day 
I don‟t wanna lose you 
 
Intra sentential  mixing 
019/ ISM/ S.4 It’s a beautiful life 
Sesang-e neowa dalm-eun chuog- i 
Tto- deong- geureoni naege 
namgyeoisso- eo 
It‟s a beautiful life 
Memories that resemble 
you 
Remain with me 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
020/ ISM/ S.4 It’s a sorrowful life 
Sorrowful day 
Seulpeum- eul igiji mothaneun 
naege 
It‟s a sorrowful life 
Sorrowful day 
I can‟t win over sadness 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
021/ ISM/ S.4 
 
Sorrowful life 
Sorrowful day 
Nae gyeot- eseo tteonajima 
Sorrowful life 
Sorrowful day 
So don‟t leave me 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
022/ ISM/ S.4 Chueogsog- e naega salji anhdorog  
It’s a beautiful life 
So I won‟t line just in 
your memories 
It‟s a beautiful life 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
023/ ILM/ S.5 Baby nae mamirado  
Kkeonaejwoya neon mitgessni? 
Baby, do I have to take 
my heart out 
For you to believe me? 
 
Intra lexical mixing 
024/ ISM/ S.6 Where I am 
Who I am 
Gamokgateun isseulsseulham 
Where I am 
Who I am 
I‟m trapped in this 
bitterness 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
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025/ ISM/ S.6 
 
Modu nareul jinagagiman 
haessdeon I gos 
Where I am 
This place is where 
everyone just walked 
Where I am 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
026/ ISM/ S.6 Who are you 
Who are you 
Gamchul su eopsneun gippeum 
Who are you  
Who are you 
I can‟t hide his happiness 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
027/ ISM/ S.6 Kkumeseojocha umkyeojwigo 
issdeon geudae 
Where are you 
You who came into my 
dream 
Where are you 
 
Intra senetential mixing 
028/ ISM/ S.6 Jakku meoreojil ni soneul butjapgo 
isseo 
I beg for life 
I hold your hand to stop 
it from parting away 
I beg for life 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
029/ ISM/ S.7 I love you  
Love you love you 
Inyeonira bureujyo nan 
I love you 
Love you love you 
I call that a connection 
 
Intra sentential mixixng 
030/ ISM/ S.7 And I miss you 
Miss you miss you 
Naui unmyeongin saram 
And I miss you  
Miss you miss you 
The man who is my 
destiny 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
031/ ISM/ S.7 
 
I love you  
Love you love you 
Inyeomingeol neukkyeossjyo nan 
 
I love you  
Love you love you 
I felt we have a 
connection 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
032/ ISM/ S.14 
 
I’m wasting my word 
Wasting my time 
Nege modu nae- eo jugo 
I‟m wasting my word 
Wasting my time 
After I gave you 
everything 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
033/ ISM/ S.14 
 
You wake up my heart  
And walk to my world  
Nan neol gijeogira bulleo 
Sumswineun modeun geotdeul 
jung- e 
You wake up my heart  
And walk to my world 
I call you a miracle  
Out of everything that 
breathes 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
034/ ISM/ S.14 Gakkai gyeot- e dugo sip- eo 
She blew me away 
I wanna place you close 
to me 
She blew me away 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
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035/ ISM/ S.14 Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
Naege niga boyeojuneun 
Sesang moduga da 
Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
To me, it‟s in all of the 
world that you see 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
036/ ISM/ S.14 Heaven is in your kiss 
Even though tears fall down 
Haneur arae yuirhage neon 
Haneur arae yuirhan naeus- eum 
Heaven is in your kiss 
Even though tears fall 
down 
The only one under this 
sky 
To make me smile 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
037/ ISM/ S.14 I’m dreaming all day 
Nun- eul gip- I  gamgo 
Ni ireumeul bulleo 
I‟m dreaming all day 
I deeply closed my eyes 
And called out your 
name 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
038/ ISM/ S.14 
 
Geurineun geureon hamyeosseo 
You blow up my heart, my heart 
It‟s a day that everyone 
dreams of 
You blow up my heart, 
my heart 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
039/ ILM/ S.15 Love hejeonhaessdeon maemi 
yojeum deureo isanghae 
Love my empty heart 
feel weird these days 
 
Intra lexical mixing 
040/ ILM/ S.15 Love dalbitnaerin bamdo nal 
bokjaphane mandeune 
Love even the moonlight 
might makes me feel 
complicated 
 
Intra lexical mixing 
041/ ISM/ S.15 
 
You you you if you still awake 
Eotteon saenggakhaneunji 
You you you if you still 
awake 
What are you thinking? 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
042/ ISM/ S.15 You you you if you feel alone 
Nawa ttokgateun gibun 
You you you if you feel 
alone 
Do you feel the same? 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
043/ ISM/ S.15 Yeonaesepoga dasi dora wassna 
bwa 
You make me shine 
I think the love cells 
have entered again 
You make me shine 
 
Intra sentential mixing 
044/ ICP/ S.15 
 
Soljikhi ganjireowoseo mot 
chamgesseo 
Kkumgateun taiming 
Honestly, it tickles so 
much 
I can‟t take it this dream 
like timing 
 
Involving change of 
pronunciation 
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CHANYEOL EXO (찬열) Feat PUNCH (펀치) STAY WITH ME  
ROMANIZATION 
 
Naoui du nuneul gameumyeon 
Ddeo oreuneun geu nundongja 
Jakku gaseumi siryeoseo 
Ithyeojigil baraesseo 
 
Kkumiramyeon ije kkaeeonasseumyeon jebal 
Jeongmal nega naoui unmyeongin geolkka 
Neon Falling You 
 
Unmyeong cheoreom neoreul Falling 
Ddo nareul bureune Calling 
Heeo naol su eopseo 
Jebal Hold Me 
 
Nae inyeonoui kkuni neonji 
Gidarin nega matneunji 
Gaseumi meonjeo wae naeryeo anneunji 
 
(Stay with me) 
Nae maeumsok gipheun gose 
Nega saneunji 
(Stay with me) 
Nae ane sumgyeowattdeon jinsil 
 
Naoui du nuneul gameumyeon 
Ddeo oreuneun geu nundongja 
 
Jakku gaseumi siryeoseo 
Ithyeojigil baraesseo 
 
Kkumiramyeon ije kkaeeonasseumyeon jebal 
Jeongmal nega naoui unmyeongin geolkka 
Neon Falling you 
 
Gaseumeun dwigo isseo 
Yeojeonhi neol bogo isseo 
Jakkuman sumi makhyeoseo 
 
Ajigeun meollieseo 
Neoreul jikyeobogo sipheo 
Naega ddo wae ireoneunji 
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Cheoeum neoreul bol ddaebuteo dareuge 
Unmyeongoui siganeun ddo deodige gattji 
Nae gaseumeun neol hyanghaettgo 
Nae simjangeun dasi ddo dwieottgo 
 
Kkeojyeobeorideon hoemihan bolbitch 
Neoro inhae dasi taoreuneun nunbitch 
Machi oraenjeon buteo neol saranghan geot gata 
Mueongae ikkeullideut kkeullyeoon geot gata 
 
Naoui du nuneul gameumyeon 
Ddeo oreuneun geu nundongja 
Jakku gaseumi siryeoseo 
Ithyeojigil baraesseo 
 
Kkumiramyeon ije kkaeeonasseumyeon jebal 
Jeongmal nega naoui unmyeongin geolkka 
Neon Falling you 
 
ENGLISH 
When I close my eyes 
I see those eyes 
 
My heart kept aching 
So I wanted to forget 
 
If this is a dream, please let me wake up 
Are you really my destiny? 
Falling you 
 
Like destiny, falling 
You‟re calling out to me, calling 
I can‟t escape 
Please hold me 
 
Are you the line of my fate? 
Are you the one I‟ve been waiting for? 
Why is my heart sinking? 
 
(Stay With Me) 
Are you living 
Deep in my heart? 
(Stay With Me) 
The truth hidden in me 
 
When I close my eyes 
I see those eyes 
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My heart kept aching 
So I wanted to forget 
 
If this is a dream, please let me wake up 
Are you really my destiny? 
Falling you 
 
My heart is racing 
I‟m still looking at you 
Because I keep running out of breath 
 
I‟m still watching over you 
From far away 
Why am I being like this? 
 
Different from the moment I first saw you 
This time of fate is passing slowly 
My heart was heading towards you 
My heart was racing again 
 
The faint light was turned off 
But my eyes are lighting up again because of you 
Feels like I‟ve loved you from a long time ago 
Feels like I‟m being pulled by something 
 
When I close my eyes 
I see those eyes 
 
My heart kept aching 
So I wanted to forget 
 
If this is a dream, please let me wake up 
Are you really my destiny? 
Falling you 
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10cm My Eyes 
ROMANIZATION 
 
neouimoksorimanneomnakeugedeullyeo 
dareungeonamugeosdoandeulligo 
neouinundongjamanneomnakeugeboyeo 
aninaegajeongmalmichingeolkka 
 
harujongilneomansaenggakhadaboni 
meorigaisanghaejingeotgata 
hoksinaeganeoreuljohahage 
doebeoringeolkka 
aninaegageunyangmichingeolkka 
 
neoneunjakkuiraessdajeoraessdaga 
nareulheundeulgo 
yeogijeogiwassdagassda 
hesgalligemandeulgo 
 
jakkumanboyeokkumsogeseodo 
eokjiropiharyeogohaedoboyeo 
eodideunisseonungamabwado 
nemameun 
naenunemanboyeo 
naenunemanboyeo 
 
neouimoksorimanneomnakeugedeullyeo 
dareungeonamugeosdoandeulligo 
neouinundongjamanneomnakeugeboyeo 
aninaegajeongmalmichingeolkka 
 
neoneunjakkuissneundeuteopsneundeusi 
sumeuryeohago 
nareulpihaeirijeori 
domangchiryeohaebwado 
 
jakkumanboyeokkumsogeseodo 
eokjiropiharyeogohaedoboyeo 
eodideunisseonungamabwado 
nemameun 
naenunemanboyeo 
naenunemanboyeo 
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ENGLISH 
 
Only your voice sounds so loud to me 
I can‟t hear anything else 
Only your eyes look so big to me 
Am I going crazy? 
 
All day, I only thought of you 
Maybe something‟s wrong with my head 
Do I like you now? 
Or am I just crazy? 
 
You keep going like this and that 
Shaking me up 
You keep coming back and forth 
Confusing me 
 
I keep seeing you, even in my dreams 
I see you, even when I try to avoid you 
Wherever I am, you‟re there, even when I close my eyes 
Your heart 
Only my eyes can see 
Only my eyes can see 
 
Only your voice sounds so loud to me 
I can‟t hear anything else 
Only your eyes look so big to me 
Am I going crazy? 
 
You keep trying to hide 
As if you‟re there but not 
You try to avoid me 
You try to run away 
 
I keep seeing you, even in my dreams 
I see you, even when I try to avoid you 
Wherever I am, you‟re there, even when I close my eyes 
Your heart 
Only my eyes can see 
Only my eyes can see 
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HUSH (LASSE LINDH) 
 
Through the endless daydream 
I saw you on the way back 
 
There I walked with you in my arms 
Through the blurry darkness 
Who‟s veiling on the twilight 
We‟ve been far away from my fears 
Somewhere else I‟ll see you 
Our days be like a blossom 
Blooming all around you 
so bright 
By and by, I‟ll miss you 
and your laugh like a sunshine 
Fading into shadow of tears 
All around me is your light 
With you, everything so shines 
How come we‟ll leave all behind? 
Cause your love is falling on my heart 
And I‟m falling for you 
Falling with broken wings again 
Hush now, my angel 
I will always be with you 
In your pretty smile 
in a glow of tears 
Out across the frosty night 
I‟ll be there with you 
Maybe someday 
you‟ll wake up alone without me 
But don‟t cry again, 
I‟ll be waiting here 
Where the moon is on the rise 
As the olden days 
I could just go with you 
between our time 
Where they can‟t find us 
somehow 
You could just come away 
with me, out there 
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Where we could dream away 
All day 
Hush now, my angel 
I will always be with you 
In your pretty smile 
in a glow of tears 
Out across the frosty night 
I‟ll be there with you 
Maybe you„ll always breath in me 
ever in my heart 
All the little pieces of you 
look how they shine above 
Come away with me tonight 
We‟ll be dreaming away there 
Maybe you„ll always breath in me 
ever in my heart 
All the little pieces of you 
look how they shine above 
Come away with me tonight 
We‟ll be dreaming away there 
Always 
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BEAUTIFUL (CRUSH) 
It`s a beautiful life 
nan neoui gyeot-e iss-eulge 
It`s a beautiful life 
neoui dwie seo iss-eulge 
beautiful love 
haneur-arae neowa itdamyeon 
sumswineungeomman-eurodo joh-a 
It`s a beautiful life 
beautiful day 
neoui gieog-eseo naega saltende 
beautiful life 
beautiful day 
 
nae gyeot-eseo meomulleojwo 
beautiful my love 
beautiful your heart 
It`s a beautiful life 
It`s a beautiful life 
 
It`s a beautiful life 
eonjena neol jikyeojulge 
It`s a beautiful life 
naege gidaelsuga itge 
beautiful love 
neoui nunmul neoui misodo 
gyeot-eseo hamkke hal su itdorog 
It`s a beautiful life 
beautiful day 
michidorog neol saranghaess-eotdeon nal 
beautiful life beautiful day 
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neoreul ilhgo sipji anh-a 
beautiful my love 
beautiful your heart 
 
It`s a beautiful life 
sesang-e neowa dalm-eun chueog-i 
tto deong-geureoni naege namgyeojyeoiss-eo 
neowaui gieog neowaui chueog 
 
It`s a sorrowful life 
sorrowful day 
seulpeum-eul igiji mothaneun naege 
sorrowful life sorrowful day 
nae gyeot-eseo tteonajima 
chueogsog-e naega salji anhdorog 
It`s a beautiful life 
ENGLISH 
It‟s a beautiful life 
I‟ll stay by your side 
It`s a beautiful life 
I‟ll stand right behind you 
beautiful love 
If I am with you under this sky 
Just breathing alone makes me happy 
It`s a beautiful life 
beautiful day 
I live in your memories 
beautiful life 
beautiful day 
Stay by my side 
beautiful my love 
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beautiful your heart 
It`s a beautiful life 
It`s a beautiful life 
It‟s a beautiful life 
I‟ll always protect you 
It`s a beautiful life 
So lean on me 
beautiful love 
Your tears, your smile 
So we can be together 
It`s a beautiful life 
beautiful day 
I loved you like crazy 
beautiful life beautiful day 
I don‟t wanna lose you 
beautiful my love 
beautiful your heart 
It`s a beautiful life 
Memories that resemble you 
Remain with me 
Your memories, your recollections 
It`s a sorrowful life 
sorrowful day 
I can‟t win over sadness 
sorrowful life sorrowful day 
So don‟t leave me 
So I won‟t live just in your memories 
It`s a beautiful life 
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Eddy Kim You are so Beautiful 
ROMANIZATION 
jakku mureoboneun neo neul 
hwaginhagopeun neo 
gateunmalhaejwodo maeil 
malhaejwodo wae gyesok mureo 
ipsuri mallaone tto sigeunttami 
heureune tto jeongdabeun aljiman 
niga deutgo sipeun mal geu deutgo 
sipeun mal nareul siheomhaneun mal 
neo jeongmal ippeuda ippeuda 
ippeudanikka wae nae mal 
mitji anhneun geonde wae 
malhago malhago amuri 
malhaedo hwanan deushan neoui geu pyojeong 
mal suga eopseojin neo deo 
buranhaejineun na 
maeil gateun kwijeu banbokdoeneun 
geim nan hangsang sullae 
meorireul saero haessna o sontobi 
bakkwieosseulkka o gami ojil anha 
niga deutgo sipeun mal geu 
deutgo sipeun mal jeongmal hinteudo eopsneunji 
neo jeongmal ippeuda ippeuda 
ippeudanikka wae nae mal 
mitji anhneun geonde wae 
malhago malhago amuri malhaedo 
hwanandeushan neoui geu pyojeong 
ippeudan mal hanaron neol 
pyohyeon hagin bujokhajanha 
baby nae mamirado 
kkeonaejwoya neon mitgessni? 
neol jeongmal saranghae saranghae 
saranghaneunde wae byeonhaessdago 
haneungeonde wae 
hwanaego ppijigo maeil 
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torajyeodo geugeosmajeo 
sarangseureowo 
niga baekbeon ani cheonbeon 
naege mureodo jeongdabeun neul hanande 
eojedo oneuldo naeil tto 
mureodo sesangeseo niga jeil ippeo 
ENGLISH 
You keep asking 
You always want to check 
I tell you the same things every day 
I tell you but why do you keep asking? 
My lips are drying, cold sweat drips down 
You know the answer 
But the words you wanna hear 
The words you wanna hear 
The words that test me 
You‟re so beautiful 
You‟re beautiful 
Why don‟t you believe me? 
I tell you and tell you 
But you still look mad 
You‟re quiet these days 
Now I‟m nervous 
It‟s the same quiz every day 
The same game, I‟m always it 
Did you change your hair? 
Did you do your nails? 
I can‟t figure it out 
The words you wanna hear 
The words you wanna hear 
Is there no hint? 
You‟re so beautiful 
You‟re beautiful 
Why don‟t you believe me? 
I tell you and tell you 
But you still look mad 
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Just saying you‟re beautiful 
Is not enough for you 
Baby, do I have to take my heart out 
For you to believe me? 
I really love you 
I love you 
But why do you say that I‟ve changed? 
You get mad, you get angry 
Every day 
But even that is so lovable 
Even if you ask me 
A hundred, no, a thousand times 
There‟s always one answer 
Yesterday, today and tomorrow 
You can ask but you‟re the prettiest in the world 
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WHO ARE YOU (SAM KIM) 
ROMANIZATION 
where I am 
who I am 
gamokgateun i sseulsseulham 
manheun saramdeuri jinagassjiman 
modu nareul jinagagiman haessdeon i gos 
where I am 
who are you 
who are you 
gamchul su eopsneun gippeum 
michindeut sesangeul dwijibeo chajdeon 
kkumeseojocha umkyeojwigo issdeon geudae 
where are you 
naega kkok chajanaelkke 
naega neol arabolkke 
niga issneun got eodideun 
moseubi eotteohdeun 
kkok arabolge 
naega kkok gieokhalkke 
naega neol barabolkke 
niga eopsneun goseseodo 
sumanheun haega jyeodo 
ijji anheulkke 
neoui maltu pyojeong hanakkaji 
damagalkke 
heurin haneul meomchun gureum 
wae modeunge duryeoulkka 
neowa issneun sigani neuryeojigo 
jakku meoreojil ni soneul butjapgo isseo 
I beg for life 
 
naega kkok chajanaelkke 
naega neol arabolkke 
niga issneun got eodideun 
moseubi eotteohdeun 
kkok arabolge 
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naega kkok gieokhalkke 
naega neol barabolkke 
niga eopsneun goseseodo 
sumanheun haega jyeodo 
ijji anheulkke 
naega neol ireohge kkok ango isseumyeon 
jakku modu ijeo beorige dwae 
naega doragaya haneungos 
naega kkok chajanaelkke 
naega neol arabolkke 
niga issneun got eodideun 
moseubi eotteohdeun 
kkok arabolge 
 
naega kkok gieokhalkke 
naega neol barabolkke 
niga eopsneun goseseodo 
sumanheun haega jyeodo 
ijji anheulkke 
neoui maltu pyojeong hanakkaji 
damagalkke 
ENGLISH 
Where I am 
Who I am 
I‟m trapped in this bitterness 
A lot of people walked past me 
This place is where everyone just walked past me 
Where I am 
Who are you 
Who are you 
I can‟t hide this happiness 
I flipped the world to find you 
You who came into my dreams 
Where are you 
I will find you 
I will reconize you 
Despite where you are 
Despite who you are 
I will reconize you 
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I will remember 
I will look at you 
Even when you are not here 
Even when many sunsets pass by 
I won‟t forget you 
I will cherish everything your words to your expressions 
The gloomy sky the silent clouds 
I wonder why I am afraid of everything 
The time I spend with you is slowing down 
I hold your hand to stop it from parting away 
I beg for life 
I will find you 
I will reconize you 
Despite where you are 
Despite who you are 
I will reconize you 
I will remember 
I will look at you 
Even when you are not here 
Even when many sunsets pass by 
I won‟t forget you 
 
When I hold you tight like this 
I keep forgeting about everything 
The place I have to return to 
I will find you 
I will reconize you 
Despite where you are 
Despite who you are 
I will reconize you 
I will remember 
I will look at you 
Even when you are not here 
Even when many sunsets pass by 
I won‟t forget you 
I will cherish everything your words to your expressions 
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I MISS YOU (SOYOU) 
ROMANIZATION 
 
barabomyeonjakkununmurinaneungeon 
waenjimollado 
 
dolgodoranaegeogoisseossnayo 
pihaejijianhneungeusarang 
 
I love u love u love u 
inyeonirabureujyo nan 
 
And I miss u miss u 
nauiunmyeonginsaram 
 
seulpeunnunbicceurowaenareulbonayo 
uljimarayo 
 
hannunenalarabongeonaningayo 
ijeseoyawaenaegewassjyo 
 
I love u love u love u 
inyeoningeolneukkyeossjyo nan 
 
And I miss u miss u 
nauiunmyeonginsaram 
 
myeotbeoneultaeeonandaedo 
geudaegaeodilsumeodo 
 
naneungeudaelchajgessjyo 
dasinuriheeojijimayo 
 
naegyeoteseo 
tteonagajimarayo 
tteonagajimarayo 
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ENGLISH 
The tears keep coming when I see you 
I don‟t know why 
 
Are you coming to me slowly? 
The love I can‟t avoid 
 
I love u love u love u 
I call that a connection 
 
And I miss u miss u 
The man who is my destiny 
 
Why are you looking at me with sad eyes? 
Please don‟t cry 
 
Didn‟t you recognize me right away? 
What took you so long? 
 
I love u love u love u 
I felt we have a connection 
 
And I miss u miss u 
The man who is my destiny 
 
Even in another life 
And even if you tried to hide yourself 
 
I‟ll find you 
Let‟s not say goodbye ever 
 
Please don‟t leave me 
Don‟t leave 
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FIRST SNOW (JUNG JOON IL) 
ROMANIZATION 
 
nae ma-eum-eul hanbeonman manjyeojwoyo 
onjong-il ileohge seoneulhaeyo 
gyeoul boda chagaun haneul 
geualae naega seo iss-euni 
nunmuldo eol-eobeolildeus hae 
joyonghi hanbeonman bulleojwoyo 
sueobs-i malhadeon nae ileum-eul 
yeong-won-eul geoseulleo haluleul ani 
ilbun-eul boge dwaedo 
geuleolsu issdamyeon gyeondyeonaelge 
geu gidalim kkeut-e 
geudaega seoiss-eojugil 
naegen geulimgat-assdeon geudaewa gieog 
aju olae gidalyeossdeon seonmulgat-eun halu 
gin sigan-eul geonneoseo nege dah-eulkke 
nae ma-eum-e cheosnun-ideon geudae 
neon eonjena naegen adeughada 
geudaewaui sigan geu haluga 
naegen wae ileohge apeungayo 
neoui yeop-e naega seo issgo 
seolo us-eulsu issneun halu 
geulilsu eobs-eoseo nunmulnajyo 
ige kkum-ilamyeon 
naema-eum-eul jeonhaejultende 
naegen geulimgat-assdeon geudaewa gieog 
ajuolae gidalyeossdeon seonmulgat-eun halu 
gin sigan-eul geonneoseo nege dah-eulge 
nae ma-eum-e cheos nun ideon geudae 
hamkke ulgo manh-i usdeon uli 
aleumdabgo chanlanhage bichnadeon sigan 
doedollinda 
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ENGLISH  
Just touch me once. 
It's cool all day. 
 
Colder than winter 
I'm standing under it. 
Tears will freeze. 
 
Please call me quietly once. 
My name that I spoke so many times 
Not a day against eternity 
Even if I see one minute. 
 
If you can, I'll take it. 
 
At the end of that waiting 
I want you to stand 
 
I remember you who was a picture to me 
A day like a long-awaited gift 
 
I will cross over a long time and reach you. 
You were the first sight in my heart 
 
You are always good to me. 
 
Time with you 
Why is it so sick for me 
 
I am standing next to you 
A day to laugh at each other 
I cried because I could not draw. 
 
If this is a dream 
I'll give you my heart. 
 
I remember you who was a picture to me 
A day like a long-awaited gift 
 
I will cross over a long time and reach you. 
You were the first eye in my heart 
 
We cried together and laughed a lot 
The time when it shone beautifully and brilliantly 
 
Revert 
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I WILL GO TO YOU LIKE THE FIRST SNOW (AILEE) 
ROMANIZATION 
 
neol pumgi jeon alji moshaessda 
nae meomun sesang itorok 
chanranhan geoseul 
jageun sumgyeollo daheun saram 
geop eopsi nareul bulleojun sarang 
mopsido johassda 
neoreul jikyeobogo seollego 
useupge jiltudo haessdeon 
pyeongbeomhan modeun sungandeuri 
kamkamhan yeongwon 
geu oraen gidarim sogeuro 
haessalcheoreom niga naeryeossda 
neol nohgi jeon alji moshaessda 
nae meomun sesang itorok 
sseulsseulhan geoseul 
goun kkocci pigo jin i gos 
dasineun eopseul neoraneun gyejeol 
yoksimi saenggyeossda 
neowa hamkke salgo neulkeoga 
jureumjin soneul majjapgo 
nae salmeun ttatteushaesseossdago 
 
dan hanbeon chukbok 
geu jjalpeun majuchimi jina 
bismulcheoreom neoneun ureossda 
hanbeonjjeumeun haengbokhago 
sipeossdeon baram 
neokkaji ulge mandeureosseulkka 
modu, ijgo saragara 
naega neol, chajeul teni 
ni sumgyeol, dasi 
nareul bureul ttae 
ijji anhgessda 
neoreul jikyeobogo seollego 
useupge jiltudo haessdeon 
niga jun modeun sungandeureul 
eonjenga mannal 
uri gajang haengbokhal geunal 
cheosnuncheoreom naega gagessda 
neoege naega gagessda 
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ENGLISH 
 
Before I held you, I didn‟t know 
That the world I was in 
Was this bright 
I reached you with a small breath of life 
It‟s a love that called out to me fearlessly 
I liked it so much 
Watching over you, my heart fluttering 
Even when I was ridiculously jealous 
All of those ordinary moments 
In the dark eternity 
In that long wait 
Like sunshine, you fell down to me 
Before I let go of you, I didn‟t know 
That the world I am in 
Was this lonely 
Pretty flowers bloomed and withered here 
The season of you will never come again 
I started to become greedy 
I wanted to live with you, grow old with you 
Hold your wrinkled hands 
And say how warm my life was 
It was just one blessing 
After that short encounter 
You cried like the rain 
I wanted to be happy for once 
But that made you cry 
Forget everything and move on 
Because I will go to you 
When your breath calls out to me again 
I won‟t ever forget 
Watching over you, my heart fluttering 
Even when I was ridiculously jealous 
All of those moments that you gave to me 
Someday, we‟ll meet again 
It‟ll be the happiest day 
I will go to you like the first snow 
I will go to you 
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WISH (URBAN ZAKAPA) 
 
Jichin harureuk machigo 
Jibe dorawasseulttae 
Isanghage natseon gibun 
 
Mwonjimoreul eojireoumgwa 
Alsueomneun i dapdapham 
Jigeum idaerodo gwaenchaneulkka 
 
Haruiteul jina iljuil 
Siganeun heureuneunde 
Naneun haneulman bone 
Amu saenggakeomneun saramcheoreom 
 
Seuseuro nareul jachaekhago 
Biuseumyeo itjani 
Jeomjeom bichamhaejineun 
Neoeopsi chorahan na 
 
Neoreul ganjeolhi wonhajiman 
Deo gidaehal su eopseul ttae 
Sumanheun gamjeongape 
Mwol haeyahalkka 
 
Haruiteul jina iljuiil 
Siganeun heureuneunde 
Naneun haneulman bone 
Amu saenggageopsi 
 
Geuriwo niga tto geuriwo 
Jeojeun nuneul gamado 
Jakku niga saenggakna 
Neodo nawa gateun gibunilkka 
 
Neol saranghago sipji andaneun 
Sowonmankeumina 
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Bujireomneun baram 
Nan jakku hage dwae 
ENGLISH 
After a tiring day 
When I came home 
Strangely, I felt an unfamiliar feeling 
An unknown dizziness 
An unknown frustration 
Will I be okay? 
One day, two days, a week has passed 
Time is flowing 
But I‟m only looking at the sky 
Like a person without any thoughts 
I‟m blaming myself and laughing at myself 
Becoming more and more miserable 
Without you, I‟m so pitiful 
I really want you 
But I can‟t wish for you anymore 
In front of these countless emotions 
What must I do? 
One day, two days, a week has passed 
Time is flowing 
But I‟m only looking at the sky 
Without any thoughts 
I miss you, I miss you again 
Even when I close my wet eyes 
I keep thinking about you 
Do you feel the same way? 
Even my wish 
Of not wanting to love you anymore 
Is a useless wish 
But I keep wishing it anyway 
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And I’m here (Kim Kyung Hee) 
And I‟m here just, just like 
I used to be 
We were here in old days, 
with you, with me 
 
All my fears have gone 
when you whisper to me 
No matter how near or 
far apart, apart 
 
When you feel so lonely, 
I‟ll be here to shelter you 
 
(Have you completely erased 
me from your memories? , from yours?) 
 
When you feel so lonely, 
I‟ll be here, here for you 
(While I still feel your breeze, 
holding your hands again, 
holding your hands) 
 
If I could fly above the clouds 
like all the birds 
And I could hold you for a 
while to let you feel my pulse 
Still here, all alone 
 
My whole life, and all my heart 
You‟re my whole life, 
and all my heart 
 
And I‟m here home home, 
With you, With me 
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Winter Is Coming (Han Soo Ji) 
 
Flowers that have peace  
Human who break it 
All creation keep on 
Themselves the seeds always 
Dreaming for their dreams 
They‟re sleeping from time to time 
Waiting for some sound quietly 
The space between 
The times of season and season 
Whoever he is the one has created 
Walking up the breath 
Louder the breathing grows 
Painful but moves on 
Soon towards the light 
Go towards the light 
Go towards the light 
Then the second calm 
Flower that have peace 
Human who break it 
All creation keep on themselves 
The seeds always 
Dreaming for their dreams 
They‟re waking up one by one 
Waiting for new life calmly 
I can‟t stand strong  
Preying upon the weak 
Someday comes fast 
And some other day comes slow 
Falling flowers sprouting buds 
If winter comes 
Can spring be for behind 
Nothing‟s gonna stay 
The nature just flows away 
Nothing‟s gonna stay 
The nature just flows away 
Nothing‟s gonna stay 
The nature and time just flows away 
Flowers that have peace  
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Human who break it 
All creation keep on themselves the spores now 
Containing for own dreams  
Small big dark light 
Spreading by the wind 
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Stuck in love (Kim Kyung Hee) 
 
How can I get over you 
Why do we have to be apart 
 
We go where nobody 
has ever been 
And we come again 
from the place we have never known 
There are too many shadows 
of your love everywhere around me 
Stuck, stuck, stuck in love 
 
Mysterious light, 
I‟m still discovering 
How can I get over you 
Why do we have to be apart 
 
And I‟m wondering 
if you know why know why 
And I‟m wondering 
if you know why know why 
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HEAVEN (ROY KIM feat KIM EZ) 
ROMANIZATION 
I’m wasting my word 
wasting my time 
nege modu nae-eo jugo 
maeiri dallajineun sungan 
neukkigo iss-eoss-eo 
ma-eum-i neo-ege 
jakku yeolligo itdaneun geol 
You wake up my heart 
and walk to my world 
nan neol gijeogira bulleo 
sumswineun modeun geotdeul jung-e 
neoman gieoghago 
neukkigo akkimyeo 
gakkai gyeot-e dugo sip-eo 
She blew me away 
Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
naege niga boyeojuneun 
sesang moduga da 
Heaven is in your kiss 
even though tears fall down 
haneur arae yuirhage neon 
haneur arae yuirhan nae us-eum 
I’m dreaming all day 
nun-eul gip-i gamgo 
ni ireum-eul bulleo 
jakkuman ssod-ajineun miso 
eotteohge ireonji 
nuguna hanbeonjjeum 
geurineun geureon haruyeoss-eo 
You blow up 
my heart, my heart 
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Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
naege niga boyeojuneun 
sesang moduga da 
Heaven is in your kiss 
even though tears fall down 
haneur arae yuirhage neon 
haneur arae yuirhan nae us-eum 
oneuri majimag-in deut 
geudael barabolge 
neomuna johatdeon neoreul 
Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
naege niga boyeojuneun 
sesang moduga da 
Heaven is in your kiss 
even though tears fall down 
haneur arae yuirhage neon 
haneur arae yuirhan nae us-eum 
ENGLISH 
I‟m wasting my word 
wasting my time 
After I gave you everything 
Every day is changing 
I felt it 
I felt my heart opening for you 
You wake up my heart 
and walk to my world 
I call you a miracle 
Out of everything that breathes 
I wanna only remember you 
Only feel you, only care for you 
I wanna place you close to me 
She blew me away 
Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
To me, it‟s in all of the world that you see 
Heaven is in your kiss 
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even though tears fall down 
The only one under this sky 
To make me smile 
I‟m dreaming all day 
I deeply closed my eyes 
And called out your name 
Smiles keep spilling out 
How can this be? 
It‟s a day that everyone dreams of 
You blow up my heart, my heart 
Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
To me, it‟s in all of the world that you see 
Heaven is in your kiss 
even though tears fall down 
The only one under this sky 
To make me smile 
As if today is the last 
I will look at you 
You, who I liked so much 
Heaven is in your eyes 
Heaven is in your sound 
To me, it‟s in all of the world that you see 
Heaven is in your kiss 
even though tears fall down 
The only one under this sky 
To make me smile 
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(MAMAMOO)  LOVE 
ROMANIZATION 
jinanbamnaekkumsogennegawaeissgo 
uyeoncheoreomjakkumanmajuchyeo 
musimhaessdeonmaltudojeomjeomiksukhaejigo 
seolleneundeushangibuneunnegajohaseogaanya 
Love heojeonhaessdeonmaeumiyojeumdeureoisanghae 
Love dalbitnaerinbamdonalbokjaphanemandeune 
You youyou if you still awake 
eotteonsaenggakhaneunji 
Youyouyou if you feel alone 
nawattokgateungibun 
gakkeumeuniyueopsieosaekhaejigo 
babogateunmaldeulmanneureonwa 
selsueopsneunbyeoldeuldoareumdawoboijyo 
tteollineundeushangibuneunnegajohaseogaanya 
Love heojeonhaessdeonmaeumiyojeumdeureoisanghae 
Love dalbitnaerinbamdonalbokjaphanemandeune 
wonraenaesalmuijungsimeunnayeosseossneunde 
hansunganesunwigabakkwieobeoryeossne 
yeonaesepogadasidorawassnabwa 
You make me shine 
soljikhiganjireowoseo mot chamgesseokkumgateuntaiming 
Love heojeonhaessdeonmaeumiyojeumdeureoisanghae 
Love dalbitnaerinbamdonalbokjaphanemandeune 
You youyou if you still awake 
eotteonsaenggakhaneunji 
Youyouyou if you feel alone 
nawattokgateungibun 
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ENGLISH 
Why were you in my dreams last night? 
Like coincidence, we keep running into each other 
I‟m getting used to your indifferent way of talking 
This heart fluttering feeling isn‟t because I like you 
Love 
My empty heart feels weird these days 
Love 
Even the moonlit night makes me feel complicated 
You youyou if you still awake 
What are you thinking? 
You youyou if you feel alone 
Do you feel the same? 
Sometimes, things get awkward for no reason 
Only foolish words are said 
Even the countless stars look beautiful 
This trembling feeling isn‟t because I like you 
Love 
My empty heart feels weird these days 
Love 
Even the moonlit night makes me feel complicated 
I used to be the center of my life 
But the ranking has changed in one moment 
I think the love cells have entered again 
You make me shine 
Honestly, it tickles so much, I can‟t take it 
This dream-like timing 
Love 
My empty heart feels weird these days 
Love 
Even the moonlit night makes me feel complicated 
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You youyou if you still awake 
What are you thinking? 
You youyou if you feel alone 
Do you feel the same? 
Round and Round (Heize feat Han SooJi) 
 
See Ya Never gone my way 
Better will someday 
Never far away 
See Ya Never gone my way 
Better on my stay 
Never far away 
Round and round and I never 
know why 
Round and round and it will show 
us way out 
It‟s my delight 
As day goes by you hold on tight 
another day 
You‟re wondering why but you know 
why no other way 
Somedays the sun will shine down 
Somedays the moon will cry 
Tomorrow we„ll see 
Tomorrow we„ll be 
As we go on our way 
The world in your eyes forever is lie 
as we go on our way 
There is a thousand things to know 
Sometimes we‟re standing by 
the things we never understand 
As we go on our own way 
The sun goes down 
The tides are low 
I‟ll see you on the day 
Letting you go on your way 
See Ya Never gone my way 
Never we„ll someday 
Never far away 
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See Ya Never gone my way 
Never on my day 
Never far away 
Round and round and I never 
know why 
Round and round and it will show 
us way out 
It‟s my delight 
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